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Abstract 
Wireless Cellular Seamless Mobility is the most important feature of a wireless 
cellular communication system. Basically cell phones are used for 
communication purpose and therefore good cell coverage is needed to make and 
receive calls. Usually, continuous service is achieved by supporting handover 
from one cell to another. Handover is the process of changing the channel 
associated with the current connection while a call is in progress. It is often 
initiated either by crossing a cell boundary or by deterioration in quality of the 
signal in the current channel. Mobile IP, too, has to support redirection of data 
to a new foreign agent after the change of network access. In this case the 
additional delay caused by the redirection. The shorter the interruption of the 
service is –up to the ideal case of no service interruption. Minimizing the Delay 
based on some prior estimation methods in handover is better for quality of 
seamless connectivity anytime; anywhere across communication networks. All 
mobile phone system supports the seamless handover between base stations. To 
avoid the additional delay and wastage of Electromagnetic Spectrum, Mobile IP 
may use Optimizations such as rerouting of the whole packet in the flow of 
efficiently transmission of data with short interrupted service by Time series 
based Spectrum Estimation Technique. Due to the utilization of seamless 
handover mechanism it reduces the unwanted usage of Spectrum. 

Key words: Estimation, Frequency, Handover, Seamless, Spectrum, Time  

1 Introduction 

The Electromagnetic Spectrum is the range of frequencies of possible elec-
tromagnetic radiation. The Spectrum ranges from 0 Hertz up to 2.4x1023 
Hertz. The exact wavelength limits of the Spectrum are unknown however it 
is widely believed that the short wavelength limit is equal to the Planck 
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Length (1.616x10-35m) and the long wavelength limit is the length of the 
Universe.[1]. The frequencies of electromagnetic radiation can be calculated 
by dividing the speed of light by the wavelength of the electromagnetic radia-
tion. Regions of the Electromagnetic Spectrum have been named by scientists 
to provide an easier way to remember and refer to the ranges; however, in 
reality neighbouring types of electromagnetic energy often overlap. The goal 
of Spectrum Estimation is to describe the distribution (over frequency) of the 
contained in a signal, based on a finite set of data. Estimation of spectrum is 
useful in a variety of applications, including the detection of signals buried in 
wideband noise.  

2 Spectrum Estimation 

The Spectrum Estimation of a stationary random process xn is mathemati-
cally related to the autocorrelation sequence by the discrete-time Simulation. 
In terms of normalized frequency, this is given by 

 
wavelength × frequency = the speed of light 

or 
λ × ƒ = c 

 
In this equation, the Greek letter “lambda” (λ) is used as shorthand for the 

wavelength and the fancy “f” (ƒ) is used to represent the frequency; “c” is the 
speed of light (186,000 miles per second or 300 million meters per second). 
Since the speed of light is constant, the wavelength and frequency are limited; 
if one is big the other has to be small.[2]. That is why large (high) frequencies 
correspond to small wavelengths and large wavelengths correspond to small 
(low) frequencies.To convert from frequency (f) to wavelength (8) and vice 
versa, recall that f = c/8, or 8 = c/f; where c = speed of light. Rules follow: 
 
Metric: 
 
Wavelength in cm = 30 / frequency in GHz 
For example: at 10 GHz, the wavelength = 30/10 = 3 cm 
Wavelength in ft = 1 / frequency in GHz 
For example: at 10 GHz, the wavelength = 1/10 = 0.1 ft 
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This can be written as a function of physical frequency f (e.g., in hertz) by 
using the relation ω = 2πf/fs, where fs is the sampling frequency. 

 

 
 
The correlation sequence can be derived from the SE by use of the inverse 

discrete-time Simulation: 
 

 
 
The average of the sequence xn over the entire interval is represented by 
 

 
 
The average  of a signal over a particular frequency band [ω1, ω2], 

0≤ω1≤ω2≤π, can be found by integrating the SE over that band: 

 
 
You can see from the above expression that Pxx(ω) represents the  content 

of a signal in an infinitesimal frequency band, which is why it is called the  
spectrum Estimation. The units of the SE are  (e.g., watts) per unit of frequen-
cy. In the case of Pxx(ω), this is watts/radian/sample or simply watts/radian. In 
the case of Pxx(f), the units are watts/hertz. Integration of the SE with respect 
to frequency yields units of watts, as expected for the average .For real–
valued signals, the SE is symmetric about DC, and thus Pxx(ω) for 0≤ω≤π is 
sufficient to completely characterize the SE. However, to obtain the average 
over the entire Nyquist interval, it is necessary to introduce the concept of 
the one-sided SE.The one-sided SE is given by 

 

 
 
The average of a signal over the frequency band, [ω1, ω2] with 0≤ω1≤ω2≤π, 

can be computed using the one-sided SE as 
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3 Spectrum Estimation Method 

The various methods of estimation available are categorized as follows: In 
general terms, one way of estimating the SE of a process is to simply find 
the discrete-time series of the samples of the process (usually done on a grid 
with an FFT) and appropriately scale the magnitude squared of the result. This 
estimate is called the timeseries.The time series estimate of the SE of a length-
L signal xL[n] is 

 

 
 
Where Fs is the sampling frequency. In practice, the actual computation of 

Pxx(f) can be performed only at a finite number of frequency points, and 
usually employs an FFT. Most implementations of the time series method 
compute the N-point SE estimate at the frequencies. 

 

 
 
In some cases, the computation of the time series via an FFT algorithm is 

more efficient if the number of frequencies is a of two. Therefore it is not 
uncommon to pad the input signal with zeros to extend its length to a of two. 
As an example of the time series, consider the following 1001-element sig-
nal xn, which consists of two sinusoids plus noise: 

 
fs = 1000;                % Sampling frequency 
t = (0:fs)/fs;            % One second worth of samples 
A = [1 2];                % Sinusoid amplitudes (row vector) 
f = [150;140];            % Sinusoid frequencies (column vector) 
xn = A*sin(2*pi*f*t) + 0.1*randn(size(t)); 
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Figure 1. Time and Frequency Domian Estimation samples 

The timeseries estimate of the SE can be computed using timeseries. In 
this case, the data vector is multiplied by a Hamming window to produce a 
modified timeseries.[3]. 

 
[Pxx,F] = time series(xn,hamming(length(xn)),length(xn),fs); 
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx)) 
xlabel('Hz'); ylabel('dB'); 
title('Modified Timeseries Spectrum Estimation Estimate'); 

 

Figure 2. Performance of the Time series 

The following sections discuss the performance of the timeseries with re-
gard to the issues of  leakage, resolution, bias, and variance. 

3.1 Spectrum Leakage: 

Consider the SE of a finite-length (length L) signal xL[n], as discussed in 
the Timeseries section. It is frequently useful to interpret xL[n] as the result of 
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multiplying an infinite signal, x[n], by a finite-length rectangu-
lar window, wR[n]: 

 
 

 
Because multiplication in the time domain corresponds to convolution in 

the frequency domain, the expected value of the timeseries in the frequency 
domain is: 

 

 
 
showing that the expected value of the timeseries is the convolution of the 

true SE with the square of the Dirichlet kernel.The effect of the convolution is 
best understood for sinusoidal data. Suppose that x[n] is composed of a sum 
of M complex sinusoids: 

 
 

Its  is 
 

 
 
which for a finite-length sequence becomes 
 

 
 
The preceding equation is equal to: 

 

 
 
So in the  of the finite-length signal, the Dirac deltas have been replaced by 

terms of the form WR(ω-ωk), which corresponds to the frequency response of 
a rectangular window centered on the frequency ωk.The frequency response of 
a rectangular window has the shape of a sinc signal, as shown below. 
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Figure 3. Variance of the Timeseries Spectrum Leakage. 

The plot displays a main lobe and several side lobes, the largest of which is 
approximately 13.5 dB below the main lobe peak. These lobes account for the 
effect known as spectrum leakage. While the infinite-length signal has its 
concentrated exactly at the discrete frequency points fk, the windowed (or 
truncated) signal has a continuum of “leaked" around the discrete frequency 
points fk.Because the frequency response of a short rectangular window is a 
much poorer approximation to the Dirac delta function than that of a longer 
window, spectrum leakage is especially evident when data records are short. 
Consider the following sequence of 100 samples: 
 
fs = 1000;                 % Sampling frequency 
t = (0:fs/10)/fs;          % One-tenth second worth of samples 
A = [1 2];                 % Sinusoid amplitudes 
f = [150;140];             % Sinusoid frequencies 
xn = A*sin(2*pi*f*t) + 0.1*randn(size(t)); 
[Pxx,F] = timeseries(xn,rectwin(length(xn)),length(xn),fs); 
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx)) 

 
It is important to note that the effect of spectrum leakage is contingent 

solely on the length of the data record. It is not a consequence of the fact that 
the time series is computed at a finite number of frequency samples. 

3.2 Resolution: 

Resolution refers to the ability to discriminate spectrum features, and is a 
key concept on the analysis of spectrum estimator performance.In order to 
resolve two sinusoids that are relatively close together in frequency, it is ne-
cessary for the difference between the two frequencies to be greater than the 
width of the main lobe of the leaked spectra for either one of these sinusoids. 
The mainlobe width is defined to be the width of the main lobe at the point 
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The timeseries is asymptotically unbiased, which is evident from the earli-
er observation that as the data record length tends to infinity, the frequency 
response of the rectangular window more closely approximates the Dirac delta 
function. However, in some cases the timeseries is a poor estimator of the SE 
even when the data record is long. This is due to the variance of the timese-
ries, as explained below. 

3.4 Variance of the Timeseries: 

The variance of the timeseries can be shown to be: 

 
which indicates that the variance does not tend to zero as the data 

length L tends to infinity. In statistical terms, the timeseries is not a consistent 
estimator of the SE. Nevertheless, the timeseries can be a useful tool for spec-
trum estimation in situations where the SNR is high, and especially if the data 
record is long. 

4 The Modified Time series: 

The modified time series windows the time-domain signals prior to compu-
ting the DFT in order to smooth the edges of the signal. This has the effect of 
reducing the height of the sidelobes or spectrum leakage. This phenomenon 
gives rise to the interpretation of sidelobes as spurious frequencies introduced 
into the signal by the abrupt truncation that occurs when a rectangular window 
is used. For nonrectangular windows, the end points of the truncated signal 
are attenuated smoothly, and hence the spurious frequencies introduced are 
much less severe. On the other hand, nonrectangular windows also broaden 
the mainlobe, which results in a reduction of resolution.[5]. 

Timeseries allows you to compute a modified timeseries by specifying the 
window to be used on the data.  

For example, compare a default rectangular window and a Hamming win-
dow: 

 
fs = 1000;                  % Sampling frequency 
t = (0:fs/10)./fs;        % One-tenth second worth of samples 
A = [1 2];                 % Sinusoid amplitudes 
f = [150;140];           % Sinusoid frequencies 
xn = A*sin(2*pi*f*t) + 0.1*randn(size(t)); 
[Pxx,F] = timeseries(xn,rectwin(length(xn)),length(xn),fs); 
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plot(F,10*log10(Pxx)) 
[Pxx,F] = timeseries(xn,hamming(length(xn)),length(xn),fs); 
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx)) 
 

You can verify that although the sidelobes are much less evident in the 
Hamming-windowed timeseries, the two main peaks are wider. In fact, the 
3 dB width of the mainlobe corresponding to a Hamming window is approx-
imately twice that of a rectangular window. Hence, for a fixed data length, the 
SE resolution attainable with a Hamming window is approximately half that 
attainable with a rectangular window.The competing interests of mainlobe 
width and sidelobe height can be resolved to some extent by using variable 
windows such as the window.Nonrectangular windowing affects the average 
of a signal because some of the time samples are attenuated when multiplied 
by the window. To compensate for this, timeseries and p normalize the win-
dow to have an average of unity.This ensures that the measured average is 
generally independent of window choice. If the frequency components are not 
well resolved by the SE estimators, the window choice does affect the aver-
age. The modified timeseries estimate of the SE is 

 
where U is the window normalization constant. 

 
For large values of L, U tends to become independent of window length. 

The addition of U as a normalization constant ensures that the modified time-
series is asymptotically unbiased. 

 

4.1 Timeseries 

An improved estimator of the SE is the one proposed by  [8]. The method 
consists of dividing the time series data into (possibly overlapping) segments, 
computing a modified timeseries of each segment, and then averaging the SE 
estimates. The result is’s SE estimate. Timeseries is implemented in the tool-
box by or function. The averaging of modified timeservers tends to decrease 
the variance of the estimate relative to a single timeseries estimate of the en-
tire data record. Although overlap between segments introduces redundant 
information, this effect is diminished by the use of a nonrectangular window, 
which reduces the importance or weight given to the end samples of segments 
(the samples that overlap).  
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Figure 4. Minimum and Maximum Frequency Axis Limit 

 
Hz per unit time, or: 
Time in pass band = RBW 
Span/ST = (RBW)(ST) 
Span Where  
RBW = resolution bandwidth and  
ST = sweep time. 
On the other hand, the rise time of a filter  
is inversely proportional to its bandwidth,  
and if we include a constant of proportionality, k, then: 
Rise time = k 
RBW 
If we make the terms equal and solve for  
sweep time, we have: 
k = (RBW)(ST)  
Span 
or ST = k (Span) 
RBW2 

 
Entering the values from our example into  the equation, we get: 
2.12H(4 kHz) = –3.01 dB x = –24.1 dB .At an offset of 4 kHz, the 3-kHz digi-
tal filter is down –24.1 dB compared to the analog filter which was only down 
–14.8 dB. Because of its superior selectivity, the digital filter can  resolve 
more closely spaced signals. 

 
The general expression used to calculate  
the maximum mismatch error in dB is: 
Error (dB) = –20 log[1 ± |(ρanalyzer)(ρsource[|(where ρ is the reflection coef-
ficient_ 

 
However, as mentioned above, the combined use of short data records and 

nonrectangular windows results in reduced resolution of the estimator. In 
summary, there is a trade-off between variance reduction and resolution. One 
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can manipulate the parameters in Timeseries to obtain improved estimates 
relative to the timeseries, especially when the SNR is low. This is illustrated 
in the following example. 

Consider an original signal consisting of 1000 samples: 
 

fs = 1000;             % Sampling frequency 
t = (0:1*fs)./fs;    % 301 samples 
A = [2 8];             % Sinusoid amplitudes (row vector) 
f = [150;140];         % Sinusoid frequencies (column vector) 
xn = A*sin(2*pi*f*t) + 5*randn(size(t)); 
[Pxx,F] = timeseries(xn,rectwin(length(xn)),length(xn),fs); 
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx)) 

 
We can obtain 's spectrum estimate for 3 segments with 50% overlap using 

a Hamming window. 
 

[Pxx,F] = p(xn,hamming(150),75,150,fs); 
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx)); xlabel('Hz'); ylabel('dB'); 
title('''s Overlapped Segment Averaging SE Estimate'); 

 
In the timeseries above, noise and the leakage make one of the sinusoids 

essentially indistinguishable from the artificial peaks. In contrast, although the 
SE produced by Timeseries has wider peaks, you can still distinguish the two 
sinusoids, which stand out from the "noise floor."However, if we try to reduce 
the variance further, the loss of resolution causes one of the sinusoids to be 
lost altogether: 

 
[Pxx,F] = p(xn,rectwin(100),75,512,Fs); 
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx)) 

 

4.2 Bias and Normalization in Timeseries: 

Timeseries yields a biased estimator of the SE. The expected value of the 
SE estimate is: 

 

 
 
Where L is the length of the data segments, U is the same normalization 

constant present in the definition of the modified timeseries, and W(f) is the 
Fourier transform of the window function. As is the case for all timeservers, 
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estimator is asymptotically unbiased. For a fixed length data record, the bias 
of’s estimate is larger than that of the timeseries because the length of the 
segments is less than the length of the entire data sample. 

The variance of estimator is difficult to compute because it depends on 
both the window used and the amount of overlap between segments. Basical-
ly, the variance is inversely proportional to the number of segments whose 
modified timeseriess are being averaged. 

 
                fs = 1000;                % Sampling frequency 
               t = (0:fs)/fs;            % One second worth of samples 
              A = [1 2];               % Sinusoid amplitudes 
              f = [150;140];        % Sinusoid frequencies 
             xn = A*sin(2*pi*f*t) + 0.1*randn(size(t)); 
            [Pxx1,F1] = pmtm(xn,4,fs); 
            plot(F1,10*log10(Pxx1)) 
 
By lowering the time-bandwidth product, you can increase the resolution 

at the expense of larger variance: 
 
       [Pxx2,F2] = pmtm(xn,1.5,fs); 
       plot(F2,10*log10(Pxx2)) 
 
This method is more computationally expensive than Timeseries due to the 

cost of computing the discrete prolate spheroidal sequences. For long data 
series (10,000 points or more), it is useful to compute the DPSSs once and 
save them in a MAT-file. dpsssave,dpssload, dpsSEir, and dpssclear are pro-
vided to keep a database of saved DPSSs in the MAT-file dpss.mat. 

Cross-Spectrum Estimation Function 
The SE is a special case of the cross spectrum Estimation (CSE) function, 

defined between two signals xn and yn as 

 
As is the case for the correlation and covariance sequences, the tool-

box estimates the SE and CSE because signal lengths are finite. 
To estimate the cross-spectrum Estimation of two equal length sig-

nals x and y using Timeseries, the cSE function forms the timeseries as the 
product of the FFT of x and the conjugate of the FFT of y. Unlike the real-
valued SE, the CSE is a complex function.cSE handles the sectioning and 
windowing of x and y in the same way as the p function: 
Sxy = cSE(x,y,nwin,noverlap,nfft,fs) 
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4.3 Transfer Function Estimate: 

One application of Timeseries is nonparametric system identification. As-
sume that H is a linear, time invariant system, and x(n) andy(n) are the input 
to and output of H, respectively. Then the   of x(n) is related to the CSE 
of x(n) and y(n) by 

 
An estimate of the transfer function between x(n) and y(n) is 

 
This method estimates both magnitude and phase information. 

The tfestimate function uses Timeseries to compute the CSE and  , and then 
forms their quotient for the transfer function estimate. Use tfestimate the same 
way that you use thecSE function. 

Filter the signal xn with an FIR filter, then plot the actual magnitude re-
sponse and the estimated response: 
h = ones(1,10)/10;             % Moving-average filter 
yn = filter(h,1,xn); 
[HEST,f] = tfestimate(xn,yn,256,128,256,fs); 
H = freqz(h,1,f,fs); 
subplot(2,1,1); plot(f,abs(H));  
title('Actual Transfer Function Magnitude');  
subplot(2,1,2); plot(f,abs(HEST)); 
title('Transfer Function Magnitude Estimate');  
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)'); 

 

Figure 5. Frequency Function Estimation 
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4.4 Coherence Function: 

The magnitude-squared coherence between two signals x(n) and y(n) is 

 
This quotient is a real number between 0 and 1 that measures the correla-

tion between x(n) and y(n) at the frequency ω. 
The  cohere function takes sequences x and y, computes their  spectra and 

CSE, and returns the quotient of the magnitude squared of the CSE and the 
product of the  spectra. Its options and operation are similar to 
the cSE and tfestimate functions.The coherence function of xn and the filter 
output yn versus frequency is mscohere(xn,yn,256,128,256,fs). 

If the input sequence length nfft, window length window, and the number 
of overlapping data points in a window numoverlap, are such 
that mscohere operates on only a single record, the function returns all ones. 
This is because the coherence function for linearly dependent data is one.All 
AR methods yield a SE estimate given by 

 

 
 
The different AR methods estimate the parameters slightly differently, 

yielding different SE estimates. The following table provides a summary of 
the different AR methods.Method of spectrum estimation computes the AR 
parameters by solving the following linear system, which give the equations 
in matrix form: 

 

 
 
In practice, the biased estimate of the autocorrelation is used for the un-

known true autocorrelation.The method produces the same results as a maxi-
mum entropy estimator.The use of a biased estimate of the autocorrelation 
function ensures that the autocorrelation matrix above is positive definite. 
Hence, the matrix is invertible and a solution is guaranteed to exist. Moreover, 
the AR parameters thus computed always result in a stable all-pole model. 
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The equations can be solved efficiently via Levinson's algorithm, which takes 
advantage of the Hermitian Toeplitz structure of the autocorrelation matrix.. 

For example, compare the  of a speech signal using Timeseries and the  
AR method: 

 
load mtlb 
[Pxx,F] = p(mtlb,hamming(256),128,1024,Fs); 
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx)) 
 
ORDER = 14; 
[Pxx,F] = p(mtlb,ORDER,1024,fs); 
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx)) 

 
The smoother than the timeseries because of the simple underlying all-pole 

model.The accuracy of the Burg method is lower for high-order models, long 
data records, and high signal-to-noise ratios (which can cause line splitting, or 
the generation of extraneous peaks in the  estimate). The spectrum Estimation 
estimate computed by the Burg method is also susceptible to frequency shifts 
(relative to the true frequency) resulting from the initial phase of noisy sinu-
soidal signals. This effect is magnified when analyzing short data sequences. 

Compare the  of the speech signal generated method. They are very similar 
for large signal lengths: 
load mtlb 
ORDER = 14; 
[Pburg,F] = pburg(mtlb(1:512),ORDER,1024,fs); 
plot(F,10*log10(Pburg)) 
[Pxx,F] = p(mtlb(1:512),ORDER,1024,fs); 
plot(F,10*log10(Pxx)) 

 
Compare the  of a noisy signal computed using the method and the  me-

thod: 
 

fs = 1000;               % Sampling frequency 
t = (0:fs)/fs;           % One second worth of samples 
A = [1 2];               % Sinusoid amplitudes 
f = [150;140];           % Sinusoid frequencies 
xn = A*sin(2*pi*f*t) + 0.1*randn(size(t)); 
p(xn,hamming(256),128,1024,fs); 
pburg(xn,14,1024,fs) 

 
Note that, as the model order for the Burg method is reduced, a frequency 

shift due to the initial phase of the sinusoids will become apparent. 
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5 Covariance and Modified Covariance Methods: 

The covariance method for AR spectrum estimation is based on minimiz-
ing the forward prediction error. The modified covariance method is based on 
minimizing the forward and backward prediction errors. They are nearly iden-
tical, even for a short signal length: 
 
load mtlb 
pcov(mtlb(1:64),14,1024,fs)  
pmcov(mtlb(1:64),14,1024,fs) 

 

 

Figure 6. Coherence factor for Estimating Frequency 

Consider a number of complex sinusoids embedded in white noise. You 
can write the autocorrelation matrix R for this system as the sum of the signal 
autocorrelation matrix (S) and the noise autocorrelation matrix (W): 

R = S + W. There is a close relationship between the eigenvectors of the 
signal autocorrelation matrix and the signal and noise subspaces. The eigen-
vectors v of S span the same signal subspace as the signal vectors. If the sys-
tem contains M complex sinusoids and the order of the autocorrelation matrix 
is p, eigenvectors vM+1 through vp+1 span the noise subspace of the autocorrela-
tion matrix. 

5.1 Frequency Estimator Functions:  

To generate their frequency estimates, methods calculate functions of the 
vectors in the signal and noise subspaces. Techniques choose a function that 
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goes to infinity (denominator goes to zero) at one of the sinusoidal frequen-
cies in the input signal.  

 

 
 
The expression e(f)Hvk is equivalent to a Fourier transform (the vector e(f) 

consists of complex exponentials). The EV method weights the summation by 
the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix: 

 
As metioned above, in addition to estimating the spectrum itself, an esti-

mate of the confidence interval of the spectrum can be generated using a jack-
knifing procedure.Let us define the following: 

 
Simple sample estimate 

 
 
This is the parameter estimate averaged from all the samples in the distri-

bution (all the tapered spectra). 
leave-one-out measurement 

 
 
This defines a group of estimates, where each sample is based on leaving 

one measurement (one tapered spectrum) out.Pseudovalues 
 

 
 
The jackknifed esimator is computed as: 
 

 
 
This estimator is known to be distributed about the true parameter theta 

approximately as a Student’s t distribution, with standard error defined as: 
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And degrees of freedom which depend on the number of tapers used 
(Kmax-1): 

6 Spectrum calculation 

6.1 Spectral analysis using MatLab  

 You can calculate a power spectrum for x by using the following set of 
commands: 

 
load x552spec 
x=x552spec; 
P=spectrum(x,m,noverlap); 
 

here m is the length of the FFT you want to use-it must be a power of 2 (e.g. 
4096,2048,1024,512,256,128,64,32) overlap is the overlap between the blocks 
of length m-the amount by which adjacent blocks overlap. Since a Hanning 
window is used, the data near the ends of each block are not weighted very 
heavily, and it may make sense to have some overlap. You have to take this 
into account in your statistical testing though.So the two design parameters 
you have to work with are m and noverlap. 

specplot(P,1.) will plot the spectrum.To do cross spectral analysis you can 
add a second variable name to the command. 

 

                                        P=spectrum(x,y,m,noverlap); 
 

6.2 Seek the Peaks 

 First look for the periodicities you expect to see in x. First decide what 
confidence level you require. I suggest either 95% or 99%. 

 6.3 Cross-Spectral Analysis 

 Now we want to search for relationships between the two time series x 
and y. The command to compute the cross spectral analysis is, 
 
                                         P=spectrum(x,y,m,noverlap); 
                                        specplot(P,1.) 

 
you touch the spacebar to run successively through plots of the power 

spectra of x and y, the amplitude of the cross spectrum, the phase between x 
and y and the coherence between x and y.You can make a vector of the fre-
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quencies in the folowing way,f=0.5*(0:m2)/m2  (where m2 is m/2, the num-
ber of frequencies resolved).Then you would make a linear plot of the first 
half of the coherency spectrum by typing, 

 

plot(f(1:m4),P(1:m4,5)) 
where m4=m/4. To plot all resolved frequencies replace m4 with m2 
plot(f(1:m2),P(1:m2,5)) to plot the phase, type 
ph=angle(P(1:m2,4)); 
plot(f(1:m4),ph(1:m4)) 
The phase is given in radians. If you want it in degrees, type 
ph=ph*180/3.141593 
plot(f(1:m4),pd(1:m4)) 

 

6.4 Calculation of Spectrum using of Time Series Models: 

Syntax 
spectrum(sys) 
spectrum(sys,{wmin,wmax}) 
spectrum(sys,w) 
spectrum(sys1,...,sysN,w) 
ps=spectrum(sys,w) 
[ps,w]=spectrum(sys) 
[ps,w,sdps] = spectrum(sys) 

 
Description 

spectrum(sys) creates an output power spectrum plot of the identified time 
series model sys. The frequency range and number of points are chosen auto-
matically.sys is a time series model, which represents the system: 

 
Where, e(t) is a Gaussian white noise and y(t) is the observed output.  

spectrum plots abs(H'H), scaled by the variance of e(t) and the sample 
time.If sys is an input-output model, it represents the system: 

 
Where, u(t) is the measured input, e(t) is a Gaussian white noise and y(t) is 

the observed output.In this case, spectrum plots the spectrum of the distur-
bance component He(t).spectrum(sys,{wmin, wmax}) creates a spectrum plot 
for frequencies ranging from wmin to wmax. spectrum(sys,w) creates a spec-
trum plot using the frequencies specified in the vec-
tor w.spectrum(sys1,...,sysN,w) creates a spectrum plot of several identified 
models on a single plot.  
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%% Time specifications: Fs = 1e4; % samples per second dt = 1/Fs; % 
seconds per sample StopTime = 1; % seconds t = (0:dt:StopTime-dt)'; N = 
size(t,1); 
   %% Sine wave: 
   Fc = 1e3;    % hertz 
   x = sin(2*pi*Fc*t); 
   noisy_x = x + 0.5*randn(size(x)); 
   y = xcorr(noisy_x,5e3,'biased'); 
   display(size(y)); 
   subplot(2,1,1); 
   plot(t,x); 
   title('Sine signal'); 
   subplot(2,1,2); 
   plot(t,noisy_x); 
   title('Noisy signal'); 
   %% Fourier Transform: 
   X = fftshift(fft(y)); 
   %% Frequency specifications: 
   dF = Fs/N;                      % hertz 
   f = -Fs/2:dF:Fs/2;           % hertz 
   display(size(f)); 
   display(size(X)); 
   %% Plot the spectrum: 
   figure; 
   plot(f,abs(X)/N); 
   xlabel('Frequency (in hertz)'); 
   title('Autocorrelation spectrum'); 

7 Conclusion 

In urban mobile cellular systems, especially when the cell size becomes 
relatively small, the handoff procedure has a significant impact on system 
performance. In seamless Mobility handovers there will be no connectivity 
break but having some additional delay in service, it Degrades Quality of 
Service. Due to the Prior Time series based Estimation methods of  Spectrum. 
The failures and maximum utilization  of Spectrum  avoided in seamless Mo-
bility Cellular communication. 
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Abstract 
Providing a comprehensive set of mechanisms solving the problem of 
controlling equivalence and identity requires implementing the functionality for 
non-sequential containers instrumented with the enriched semantics. Functional 
programming languages, like Clojure, typically miss the functionality by 
default. The article presents the design considerations, concepts and  
implementation details of generalized sets and maps aware of the customizable 
equivalence and identity together with some usage examples. 

Key words: Equivalence testing, semantics, identity, functional programming, 
Clojure, persistent collections 

1 Introduction 

Testing object for their equivalence as well as creating criteria of establish-
ing their identity is one of the most important tasks to be realized during ma-
ture software implementation process. A developer must consider many fac-
tors here, like the typing system of the programming language, either static or 
dynamic, based on the structural equivalence or using tags. The number and 
the extent of decisions to be made when designing the identity and equiva-
lence related algorithms is so large and wide that the attempts to make a kind 
of their uniformization in a single library or API requires special approaches. 
Namely, the mechanisms must be put in a formal shape consisting of a set of 
extendable equivalence and identity operators. A lack of these mechanisms  
even in as mature programming languages as Java and Clojure led to a work 
on their detailed design and implementation in the latter.

42
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The results of the undertaking were presented in a paper titled Equivalence 
in Java and Clojure, Design and Implementation Considerations [1]. Most of 
it's content focused on: 
 the equivalence and identity abstractions, 
 implementation details for Java primitive types [3], 
 implementation details for java.lang.Number [2] derivatives, 
 implementation details for some Clojure [4], [5] reference types (clo-

jure.lang.Ratio, clojure.lang.BigInt), 
 implementation details for selected sequential values: instances of ja-

va.lang.String, clojure.lang.ISeq, java.util.List, kongra.core.Pair. 
 

The mentioned paper lacked a presentation of concepts as well as imple-
mentation elements for other kinds of collections, namely sets and maps (as-
sociative containers). The present article may be treated thereafter as a natural 
continuation of [1] with an aim to present customizable, extendable equiva-
lence and identity realization in the two kinds of containers. One final mark to 
be made here is we will focus on Clojure persistent sets and maps, abandon-
ing completely other realizations of java.util.Set and java.util.Map interfaces 
[2]. 

2  Equivalence, Identity and the Persistent Collections in Clojure 

Traditionally the functional programming style is associated with a lack of 
explicitly changeable state. Objects posses value semantics, they are immuta-
ble values like the notions in mathematics. This property opens ways to dis-
cuss formally the properties of programs and even sometimes makes the prop-
erties of programs provable. From the engineer's point of view the lack of 
state makes achieving programs' correctness easier (in more complex cases – 
possible). 

Immutable collections are the core of Clojure data structures [5]. They are 
called persistent there, with the term persistent meaning their persistence 
across the operators working on them. In other words, the collection operators 
in the language are non-destructive, they do not modify their arguments. 
Another property of the persistent collections is their structure-sharing. This 
is a pretty old concept, sequences with structure sharing were common in var-
ious dialects of Lisp (see [7], [8]). Nowadays data structures other than the 
sequential ones are known to have the property, e.g. hash-tries [6]. Clojure 
has the following kinds of persistent collections: 
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 sequences, including vectors1 
 sets 
 maps 
 records – tagged objects with a map semantics 

 
As stated earlier, our previous paper [1] presented a realization of custo-

mizable equivalence and identity operators for sequences (clojure.lang.ISeq 
derivatives) and lists including vectors (clojure.lang.PersistentVector <: clo-
jure.lang.APersistentVector <: java.util.List). As a consequence of having 
these mechanisms: 

 
> (deep= [1M 2N] [1 2]) 
true 
> (deep-hash [1M 2N]) 
994 
> (deep-hash [1 2]) 
994 
 
while with the default operators we have erroneous: 
 
> (= [1M 2N] [1 2]) 
false 
> (hash [1M 2N]) 
-1806861044 
> (hash [1 2]) 
156247261 
 
Unfortunately, with persistent sets and maps, things go wrong: 
 
(deep= #{1M 2N} #{1 2}) 
 
No implementation of method: :binary-deep= of protocol: 
#'kongra.identity/WithDeep= found for class: clojure.lang.PersistentHashSet 
  [Thrown class java.lang.IllegalArgumentException]2 

 
and similarly: 
 
(deep= {1M 2N} {1 2}) 
No implementation of method: :binary-deep= of protocol: 
#'kongra.identity/WithDeep= found for class: clojure.lang.PersistentArrayMap 
  [Thrown class java.lang.IllegalArgumentException]2 
                                                      

1 In an opposition to other sequences, vector elements may be randomly accessed in constant 
time using indexes, yet the vectors are not lazily evaluated, like other types of sequences may 
be. 

2 Observable when being run either in a standalone application or in the Clojure REPL 
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The same lack of implementation occurs for kongra.identity/deep-hash op-

erator. As expected, the default Clojure equivalence and identity operators, 
exhibit wrongful behavior: 

 
> (= #{1M 2N} #{1 2}) 
false 
> (hash #{1M 2N}) 
1271160563 
> (hash #{1 2}) 
460223544 
 
and  
 
> (= {1M 2N} {1 2}) 
false 
> (hash {1M 2N}) 
820711855 
> (hash {1 2}) 
1952097988 
 

A thoughtful reader might ask was this lack of implementation an accident 
or a deliberate decision. The “deep” operators throw errors after all when 
called with arguments of unsupported kinds. In fact it was a deliberate deci-
sion dictated by the following two considerations: 
1. There should be no default and “safe” implementation for objects of arbi-

trary types. Raising errors allows to find out and eliminate unpredictability 
in the system eagerly. 

2. It is impossible to provide the implementation of the customizable equiva-
lence and identity operators for arbitrary set or map type. 
 
The second point is particularly interesting. In the case of sequences and 

lists (see [1]) the way to achieve the desired functionality was iterating over 
the elements of the collection and either aggregating their deep-hash values 
into a resulting deep-hash for the sequence or testing for the deep= (equiva-
lence) of the (deeply) compared sequences. This approach must be extrapo-
lated onto sets and maps as it seems to be the only reasonable implementation 
strategy; a deep-hash or deep= for any collection is a derivative of deep-hash 
or deep= of it's components. Unfortunately, due to various ways a set or a 
map may be implemented (hash codes, balanced trees), there is no easy way 
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to provide the “deep” semantics into these kinds of collections3; one can't in-
ject neither deep-hash nor deep= into their internal workings4. 

All this led to making another undertaking of implementing special flavors 
of persistent sets and maps characterized by: 
 possessing the deep-hash/deep= semantics, 
 generosity in their implementation, 
 ability to derive the actual container implementation by relying transpa-

rently on a specific back-end collection. 
 
The following sections constitute a detailed description of the design deci-

sions and a presentation of their implementation details. 

3 DeepEntry 

The major idea behind the realization of our sets and maps was to create 
wrapper instances that would be the actual representations of the objects to 
store within the container. Using this approach we could forget about reaching 
for the storage internals at the same time not loosing the ability to inject the 
customizable equivalence and identity semantics. We may call the wrapper 
instances the proxy objects (behind the proxy design pattern as described in 
[9]), because they allow to modify the original behavior of the stored objects. 

The proxy type is called DeepEntry. The instances of this class are immut-
able POJO (Plain-Old Java Objects). The following listing shows the static 
structure of the class: 
 
public class DeepEntry { 
 
  private final Object value; 
 
  private int hash; // Default to 0 
 
  private DeepEntry(Object value) { 
    this.value = value; 
  } 
} 
 

                                                      
3 In an opposition to a simple sequence or list a set or map exhibits a whole variety of “views” 

of it's data in a form of iterators, entry sets, etc. It is a natural and justifiable expectation to 
these derivative “views” to also provide the “deep” semantics. 

4 Testing a set or a map for containing a specified element is the most problematic functionali-
ty, as the test is associated with using deep-hash and/or deep= instead of default ja-
va.lang.Object methods hashCode and/or equals in the core storage for these data structures. 
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Deep entries simply store the value and they offer caching of hash codes, 
like other immutable Java classes, e.g. java.lang.String. The two overridden 
methods are the core of the implementation: 
 
  @Override 
  public int hashCode() { 
    if (0 == hash && null != value) { 
      hash = (Integer) DeepHash.proxy.invoke(value); 
    } 
    return hash; 
  } 
 
  @Override 
  public boolean equals(Object obj) { 
    if (this == obj) { 
      return true; 
    } 
    final Object result = DeepEquiv.proxy.invoke( 
                    value, DeepEntry.uncast(obj)); 
    return RT.booleanCast(result); 
  } 
 

As it can be seen, both the identity as well as the equivalence operators ex-
pressed this way use the deep-hash and deep= procedures, represented here 
by special Java constants DeepEquiv.proxy and DeepHash.proxy. 

DeepEntry belongs in fact to the implementation internals, it has a private 
constructor, but still there are the useful operators that allow any object to be 
coerced to a DeepEntry: 
 
public static DeepEntry cast(Object obj) { 
  if (obj != null &&  
      obj.getClass() == DeepEntry.class) { 
    return (DeepEntry) obj; 
  } 
  return new DeepEntry(obj); 
} 
 

and uncasted afterward if needed: 
 
public static Object uncast(Object obj) { 
  if (obj != null &&  
      obj.getClass() == DeepEntry.class) { 
    return ((DeepEntry) obj).value; 
  } 
  return obj; 

} 
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The latter mechanism is also extended to a form of a Clojure procedure, as 
this procedure is a part of the implementation (referenced to in the following 
sections): 
 
public static final AFn uncastFn = new AFn() { 
  @Override 
  public Object invoke(Object arg) { 
    return uncast(arg); 
  } 
}; 

4 DeepSet 

A DeepSet, the set that uses the customizable equivalence and identity se-
mantics is the first kind of collection to be described. In fact it's internals are 
relatively simple to present. 

The construction of the class mimics the implementations of other persis-
tent sets within the standard Clojure library – the class is effectively non-
extendable (by the presence of only private constructor), it has the value se-
mantics and it implements a set of useful interfaces: 

 
public class DeepSet extends AFn implements IObj,  
             IPersistentSet, Set, IHashEq { 
 
  private final APersistentSet impl; 
 
  private DeepSet(APersistentSet impl) { 
    this.impl = impl; 
  } 
 
} 
 

As it can be seen above, a DeepSet instance wraps a persistent set (the 
class clojure.lang.APersistentSet is the persistent set abstraction) called impl 
here. All objects stored in the DeepSet are being actually put into the persis-
tent set after being coerced to a DeepEntry. This is a design pattern common 
both for DeepSets and for their associative counterpart – the DeepMap (see 
the next section). A manifestation of this approach can be seen at the follow-
ing listing presenting the process of creating the set: 

 
public static DeepSet create(APersistentSet impl) { 
  return new DeepSet(impl); 
} 
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public static DeepSet create(APersistentSet impl,  
                             Object... elements) { 
  if (elements.length == 0) { 
   return new DeepSet(impl); 
  } 
 
  for (Object object : elements) { 
   impl = (APersistentSet) impl.cons( 
                           DeepEntry.cast(object)); 
  } 
  return new DeepSet(impl); 
} 
 

The underlined part of the code is the process of performing the actual sto-
rage of an object with simultaneous coercing to DeepEntry. 

With the presence of this approach, implementing equivalence operators 
for DeepSet is trivial; it boils down to calling proper equivalence operators on 
the underlying impls. 
 
@Override 
public boolean equiv(Object obj) { 
  if (this == obj) { 
    return true; 
  } 
  if (!(obj instanceof DeepSet)) { 
    return false; 
  } 
  DeepSet other = (DeepSet) obj; 
  return this.impl.equals(other.impl); 
} 
 
@Override 
public boolean equals(Object obj) { 
  return this.equiv(obj); 
} 
 

The same can be told about computing the hash code using the customiza-
ble mechanisms – the work is done in the impl with the presence of DeepEn-
tries and their semantics: 

 
@Override 
public int hashCode() { 
  return impl.hashCode(); 
} 
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@Override 
public int hasheq() { 
  return hashCode(); 
} 
 

On the Clojure side there is a collection of mechanisms for creating Deep-
Set instances: 
 
(defn deep-hash-set 
  ([] 
     (DeepSet/create (hash-set))) 
 
  ([& keys] 
     (DeepSet/create ^APersistentSet (hash-set) keys))) 
 

and 
 

(defn deep-sorted-set 
  [& keys] 
  (DeepSet/create ^APersistentSet  
        (sorted-set-by (deep-comparator)) 
        keys)) 
 
(defn deep-sorted-set-by 
  [pred & keys] 
  ((DeepSet/create ^APersistentSet  
        (sorted-set-by (deep-comparator pred)) 
        keys))) 
 

The latter two implemented with the help of a special constructor of Dee-
pEntry aware comparators: 
 
(defn deep-comparator 
  ([] 
     (deep-comparator compare)) 
 
  ([pred] 
     (fn [e1 e2] 
       (pred (DeepEntry/uncast e1)  
             (DeepEntry/uncast e2))))) 
 

There are also the procedures for casting collections into DeepSets: 
 
(defn deep-set? 
  [x] 
  (instance? DeepSet x)) 
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(defn ^DeepSet deep-set 
  [coll] 
  (if (deep-set? coll) 
    coll 
 
    (apply deep-hash-set (seq coll)))) 
 

and a predefined empty DeepSet: 
 
(def EMPTY-DEEP-SET (deep-hash-set)) 
 

All the destructive java.lang.Set operators are prohibited on DeepSet, as it 
is a persistent, immutable type. This is why: 
 
@Override 
public boolean add(Object e) { 
  throw new UnsupportedOperationException(); 
} 
 
@Override 
public boolean remove(Object o) { 
  throw new UnsupportedOperationException(); 
} 
 
@Override 
public boolean addAll(Collection c) { 
  throw new UnsupportedOperationException(); 
} 
 
@Override 
public boolean removeAll(Collection c) { 
  throw new UnsupportedOperationException(); 
} 
 
@Override 
public boolean retainAll(Collection c) { 
  throw new UnsupportedOperationException(); 
} 
 
@Override 
public void clear() { 
  throw new UnsupportedOperationException(); 
} 
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Finally, after extending the proper protocols5, namely WithDeepHash and 
WithDeep= (see [1]), we get: 

 
> (in-ns 'kongra.identity) 
 
> (def s1 (deep-hash-set 1M 2N)) 
> s1 
#{1M 2N} 
 
> (def s2 (deep-hash-set 1 2)) 
> s2 
#{1 2} 
 
> (deep-hash s1) 
3 
> (deep-hash s2) 
3 
> (deep= s1 s2) 
true 
 

Additionally, the semantics expands onto the standard Clojure identity and 
equivalence operators: 
 
> (= s1 s2) 
true 
> (hash s1) 
3 
> (hash s2) 
3 

5 DeepMap 

The implementation of an associative container differs from the DeepSet 
mostly in the fact that here we store both keys and values, both wrapped with-
in the DeepEntry. The DeepMap also uses impl – an internal back-end sto-
rage, but here it is a persistent map (clojure.lang.APersistentMap derivative): 
 
public class DeepMap extends AFn implements  
         IObj, IPersistentMap, Map, 
         Serializable, MapEquivalence, IHashEq { 
 
  private final APersistentMap impl; 

                                                      
5 Tedious to present here due to a large amount of source code. For more, see the kon-

gra/identity.clj compilation unit. 
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  private DeepMap(APersistentMap impl) { 
    this.impl = impl; 
  } 
} 
 

The identity (hash) and equivalence operators are trivial, as in the case of 
the DeepSet: 
 
@Override 
public boolean equiv(Object obj) { 
  if (this == obj) { 
    return true; 
  } 
  if (!(obj instanceof DeepMap)) { 
    return false; 
  } 
  DeepMap other = (DeepMap) obj; 
  return this.impl.equals(other.impl); 
} 
 
@Override 
public boolean equals(Object obj) { 
  return this.equiv(obj); 
} 
 
@Override 
public int hashCode() { 
  return impl.hashCode(); 
} 
 
@Override 
public int hasheq() { 
  return hashCode(); 
} 
 

Creating DeepMaps is associated with performing the process of putting 
the keys and values into the impl after wrapping them. One can observe this at 
the following piece of code: 
 
public static DeepMap create(APersistentMap impl,  
                             Map other) { 
  if (null == other) { 
    return create(impl); 
  } 
 
  for (Object obj : other.entrySet()) { 
    Map.Entry entry = (Map.Entry) obj; 
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    impl = 
        (APersistentMap) impl.assoc( 
          DeepEntry.cast(entry.getKey()), 
          DeepEntry.cast(entry.getValue())); 
  } 
  return create(impl); 
} 
 

For the associative containers we also have a collection of operators on the 
Clojure side, that allow to create the “deep” maps: 
 
(defn deep-hash-map 
  ([] (DeepMap/create (hash-map))) 
 
  ([& keyvals] 
     (DeepMap/create ^APersistentMap (hash-map)  
                      keyvals))) 
 
(defn deep-sorted-map 
  [& keyvals] 
  (DeepMap/create ^APersistentMap (sorted-map-by  
                                    (deep-comparator)) 
                  keyvals)) 
 
(defn deep-sorted-map-by 
  [pred & keyvals] 
  (DeepMap/create ^APersistentMap (sorted-map-by  
                        (deep-comparator pred)) 
                   keyvals)) 
 

or casting arbitrary maps into their “deep” counterparts: 
 
(defn ^DeepMap deep-map 
  [m] 
  (cond (deep-map? m) 
        m 
 
        (instance? clojure.lang.Sorted m) 
        (let [c (.comparator ^clojure.lang.Sorted m)] 
          (DeepMap/create ^APersistentMap  
                      (sorted-map-by (deep-comparator c)) 
                      ^java.util.Map m)) 
 
        (instance? java.util.SortedMap m) 
        (let [c (.comparator ^java.util.SortedMap m)] 
          (DeepMap/create ^APersistentMap  
                      (sorted-map-by (deep-comparator c)) 
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                      ^java.util.Map m)) 
        :else 
        (DeepMap/create ^APersistentMap (hash-map)  
                        ^java.util.Map m))) 
 

As in the case of the DeepSet, DeepMaps ensure their non-destructive na-
ture by raising exceptions on an attempt to call destructive operators (belong-
ing to the java.util.Map contract). For the sake of simplicity we do not present 
the related source codes here. 

Testing for keys and values containment is as trivial as in the case of the 
identity and equivalence implementation after wrapping the arguments wi-
thind DeepEntry: 
 
@Override 
public boolean containsKey(Object key) { 
  return impl.containsKey(DeepEntry.cast(key)); 
} 
 
@Override 
public boolean containsValue(Object value) { 
  return impl.containsValue(DeepEntry.cast(value)); 
} 
 

and similarly in the case of retrieving values stored under the given keys: 
@Override 
public Object get(Object key) { 
  return DeepEntry.uncast(impl.get(DeepEntry.cast(key))); 
} 
 

One final interesting implementation aspect is the algorithm for building 
the derivative collections of map entries, keys and values. They are all built 
around the same pattern – instances of kon-
gra.utils.decorators.ImmutableDecoratingSet6 are used as shown below: 
 
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked") 
@Override 
public Set entrySet() { 
  return new ImmutableDecoratingSet<Map.Entry, 
                                    Map.Entry> 
             (impl.entrySet()) { 
    @Override 
    protected Map.Entry decorate(Object o) { 
      Map.Entry entry = (Map.Entry) o; 

                                                      
6 Full presentation of this interesting collection, whose range of possible applications is by no 

means limited to the functionality presented here, goes beyond the scope of this article. 
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      return new MapEntry(DeepEntry.uncast( 
                            entry.getKey()), 
          DeepEntry.uncast(entry.getValue())); 
    } 
  }; 
} 
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked") 
@Override 
public Set keySet() { 
  return new ImmutableDecoratingSet(impl.keySet()) { 
    @Override 
    protected Object decorate(Object o) { 
      return DeepEntry.uncast(o); 
    } 
  }; 
} 
 

or – in the case of java.util.Map.values method implementation – the kon-
gra.utils.decorators.ImmutableDecoratingCollection6 is used instead: 
 
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked") 
@Override 
public Collection values() { 
  return new ImmutableDecoratingCollection( 
               impl.values()) { 
    @Override 
    protected Object decorate(Object o) { 
      return DeepEntry.uncast(o); 
    } 
  }; 
} 
 

There are few more elements of the implementation of the DeepMap con-
tainer whose presentation in this paper was postponed for the sake of the 
overall clarity. 

Using the container is straightforward and it leads to the desired behaviors: 
 

> (def m1 (deep-hash-map 1M 2N)) 
> m1 
{1M 2N} 
> (def m2 (deep-hash-map 1 2)) 
> m2 
{1 2} 
> (deep= m1 m2) 
true 
> (deep-hash m1) 
3 
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> (deep-hash m2) 
3 
 

As with DeepSets, here we also have: 
 
> (= m1 m2) 
true 
> (hash m1) 
3 
> (hash m2) 
3 

6 Conclusions 

This paper finalizes a series of articles related to the customizable equiva-
lence and identity in Clojure. The presented mechanisms should be used 
where needed, optionally extended on demand by modifying and/or extending 
the protocols presented in [1] and referenced to in this article. Establishing the 
specific performance profiles of the algorithms shown is left to the discretion 
of their users. 
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Abstract 
The Laplace transform is powerful method for solving differential equations. 
This paper presents the application of Laplace transform to solve the 
mathematical model of gas flow through the measuring system. The basis of the 
mathematical model used to describe and simulate the analyzed process is a 
system of ordinary differential equations. As a result is obtained a single 
algebraic equation in terms of the complex variable s. In order to study the 
dynamics of the system these equation should be reverted to the time domain by 
performing an inverse Laplace transform. Calculations were performed in the 
environment of Maple®. Determining of mixing in a u-shape vessel is aim of 
presented calculations.  

Key words: Laplace transform, mathematical model, differential equations, 
Maple program 

1 Introduction 

The Laplace transform is an important integral transform with 
many applications in mathematics, physics, engineering etc. The Laplace 
transform is powerful tool of solving computational problems. For example, 
this method can be used for solution and analysis of time – invariant systems 
such as electrical circuits, mechanical systems, optical devices and harmon-
ic oscillators. Primarily, this transform is very attractive in solving differential 
equations and therefore play important role in automatics and control theory. 
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Mathematical modeling is an important theoretical approach in studying 
problems. Generally, it involves finding the solutions to the mathematical 
model constructed to investigate the problem of interest. Usually, 
a mathematical model consists of a set of differential equations mathematical-
ly describing the physical conditions of the problem and a set of boundary and 
initial conditions appropriately prescribed. Many analytical solutions for vari-
ous mathematical models of chemical process have been obtained using the 
Laplace transform technique. 

The Laplace transform has been studied by many authors over the years 
due to the wide array of applications of the Laplace transform technique to 
different areas of science. There have now been many publications, for exam-
ple the book written by Widder (1941) [1] about the Laplace transform and 
inversion formulas, the book  written by Jaeger in 1961 [2] describes applied 
the Laplace transform with engineering applications. A nice review of this 
transform applied to  Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) and Partial 
Differential Equations (PDEs) is given in Poularikas [3]. There are also ar-
ticles describing the use of the  Laplace transform in chemical engineering, 
e.g. articles written by Kolev and Linden [4], Ahmed and Batin [5], Ahmed 
and Kalita [6], Membrez and others [7]. Kolev and Linden [4] used Laplace 
transform for the solution of partial equations describing the transient mass-
transfer in laminar flow systems and heat-transfer in single and multi-stream 
flow systems. The papers [5] and [6] describe  the use of the Laplace trans-
form for analysis the transient convection-radiation magnetohydrodynamic 
viscous flow in a porous medium and study hydromagnetic flow in chemical 
reactors.  Membrez and others [7] used the Laplace transform technique of 
find the kinetic parameters for the adsorption of a protein on porous beads. 
A bibliography of a great many papers are  available on the WEB. 

In this paper, application of  Laplace transform technique for analysis 
of the process of two gases mixing on the basis of signal given by TCD-type 
detector is presented. The actual investigation have two main aims. The first 
one is determination of gas mixing in the continuous flow vessel. And the 
second one is checking out the hypothesis that the Laplace transform makes 
easier solution finding and the analysis of the answer of the analytic system. 

2 Definition and notation of the Laplace transform 

The Laplace transform of a function f(t) is formally defined as  

��f�t�� � ��s� � � f�t�����dt
∞

�
 (1) 
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where s is a complex variable corresponding to time. In the above formula (1), 
the function  is defined as the kernel of the integral of Laplace.             
The integral ∞   is called the Laplace integral of the function f(t). 
The symbol  is the Laplace transformation, which generates a new function                
F(s) = . 

Applications of the Laplace transform to the mathematical models simpli-
fies the models by reducing the degree of freedom of the independent varia-
ble. The various types of problems that can be treated with the Laplace trans-
form include ordinary and partial differential equations as well as integral  
equations. A differential equation of the model for a physical system can be 
subjected to the Laplace transform in order to produce  an algebraic form of 
model in the transform variable s. The solutions for the transformed models in 
the Laplace domain can be easier obtained. The most difficult step is inverse 
Laplace transform finding. The Laplace transform method requires usually 
much less work than classical methods. Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) 
programs usually operate the method.  

3 Model 

Presented here investigations are the part of larger research task and it 
seems to be purposeful to present main problem of the task. Presented in Fig-
ure 1 research unit was developed to determine a value of effective diffusion 
coefficient in a catalyst pellet. The idea of the experiment is new, it has not 
been described in literature. The procedure of main experiment will be the 
same as described below, in the point 3.2 with the only difference namely the 
column will be filled with catalyst pellets. Under experimental conditions two 
crucial factors will determine a shape of recording signal. They are: (i) effec-
tive diffusion coefficient in the catalyst pellets and (ii) mixing in the zones 1, 
3 and 4. The proper evaluation of effective diffusion coefficient needs separat-
ing of influence of mixing. To determine it were made investigations de-
scribed below, carrying on without catalyst. It was the main goal of the de-
scribed experiments. The second aim was finding easy and effective method 
of the model analysis and solution. 

The influence of mixing in the unit can be determined in the following 
way. Each zone is divided into n cells, a fluent is perfectly mixed in each cell. 
Cells are placed in series. The more cells in a zone, the flow better approaches 
plug flow. Matching the model solution for chosen number of the cells with 
curves obtained as a results of experiments one can determine mixing in the 
unit. Presented way is very convenient, moreover the number of cells the best 
fitting experimental results can take into consideration also parameters or 
factors with no reflection in model equations. 
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3.1  Measuring system 

Scheme of the measuring system is presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. The scheme of the measuring system with u-shape vessel. 

The unit consists of the following elements, the 4-way valve, u-shape           
vessel (empty in the actual investigations), thermal conductivity detector 
(TCD) and pipes connected the mentioned elements. The system was divided 
onto five zones; they are distinguished on basis of geometry and/or its the 
function.  

 
Zone 0: the pipe connected inlet of gas and the 4-way valve;  
              the length of the zone: 0.75dm, the diameter of the zone: 0.0125dm 
Zone 1: the pipe connected the 4-way valve and a column inlet; 
              the length of the zone: 1.8 dm, the diameter of the zone: 0.0125 dm 
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Zone 2: empty vessel; 
              the length of the zone: 1.0 dm, the diameter of the zone: 0.056 dm      
Zone 3: the pipe connected a column outlet and the 4-way valve; 
              the length of the zone: 4.0 dm, the diameter of the zone: 0.0125dm 
Zone 4: the pipe connected the 4-way valve and TCD detector; 

         the length of the zone: 0.75dm, the diameter of the zone: 0.0125dm. 
 
In order to identify the type of mixing, each zone were divided into n cells. 

Number of cells in each zone may be different. One cell in the zone               
corresponds to the ideal mixing in this zone. Infinite number of cells in the 
zone corresponds to the plug flow.  

3.2  Description of the experiments 

The study was conducted as follows. The system was flushed for                   
10 minutes with a constant flow of helium (flow rate of 0.04 dm3/min).             
Then the valve was closed the 4-way valve leading to shut off the flow of the 
gas through the vessel (Zone 1, 2, 3). For the next 15 minutes the system  
(beside the vessel) was purged with a nitrogen (flow rate of 0.01dm3/min) 
until a stable base TCD signal was reached. After about seven minutes of 
stabilizing the system again turned over the 4-way valve to allow a constant 
flow of  nitrogen with the volumetric flow rate of 0.01dm3/min or                     
0.04 dm3/min through the vessel. In result ' trapped ' helium was removed and 
TCD signal was generated and recorded. 

3.3  Assumptions of the model 

Model describing the process is based on the following assumptions: 
- The system is operated under isothermal conditions at constant pressure. 
- Gases satisfy the equation of state of an ideal gas. 

3.4  Mass balance of the process 

Mass balance of the nitrogen in the individual zones and for the number of 
cells of n leads to the following equations: 
 
Zone 0: c���� � c���� � ���                                                                           (2)                                  

 
Zone 1:	V�� ������� � ��c� � c����� V�� ������� � ��c����� � c����	; k=2..n1        (3) 
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Zone 2: V�� ������� � ��c���� � c����;	V�� ������� � ��c����� � c����	; k=2..n2      (4) 
                                                                                                                                                                                        
Zone 3: V�� ������� � ��c���� � c����� 	V�� ������� � ��c����� � c���� ; k=2..n3   (5) 
 

Zone 4: V�� ������� � 	��c���� � c����� V�� ������� � ��c����� � c����	; k=2..n4   (6) 
 
The He/N2 mixture outlet concentration from the previous cell is the inlet 
concentration for the next (excluding the first and the last cell in the system).                              
Concentration c����	 is outlet concentration and is measured by TCD detector. 
n1, n2, n3 n4 are the numbers of cells in each of zones. 
The number of  cells in the zones determine the  number of equations.              
Transforming the system of equations into a one equation is difficult and even 
is not impossible. 
 
For each zone were formulated accordingly initial and boundary conditions: 
 
Zone 1: c����0� � c�  ;   k=1..n1;                                                                                  (7) 
                                                                                                                                        
Zone 2:	c����0� � c�  ;  k=1..n2;                                                                     (8) 
 
Zone 3:	c����0� � c� ;  k=1..n3;                                                                     (9)    

                                                                                                                                                    
Zone 4:	c����0� � 0  ;   k=1..n4;                                                                  (10) 
 
where: 
q - gas flow [dm3/min] 
c��  - gas concentration in inlet to zone 0 [mol/dm3]   
V��		- volume of a single cell in k-th cell [dm3]  
c��� - gas concentration in j-th zone, in cell k [mol/dm3] 
t – time [min] 
c� � 	 �

�������� = 0.03906 [mol/dm3] 

P – pressure [Pa] 
R� – gas constant [J · mol-1 · K-1] 
T – temperature [K] 
 
And finally inlet concentration is described by 

c�� � � 0 for t � 0
c� for t � 0  (11) 
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and time delay by 

t� � V�
q  (12) 

where: 
V�	is the volume of zone 0. 

3.5  Analysis of the model and its solution 

Presented in previous section model is simple, but obtaining a solution can 
be a little difficult.  The variable of interest is c4,n4 as measurable concentra-
tion. For different values of n1, n2, n3 and n4 the model consist various num-
ber of equations. Moreover the values of n1 – n4 have to be determined using 
trial and error method to obtain the best fit between model solution and expe-
riments. For this reason it is necessary to solve the system repeatedly, the 
system can contain large number of equations, and finally the number of eq-
uations changes for each try. It is very inconvenient situation. One can try to 
eliminate variables out of interest from the system, but as a result high order 
differential equation will be obtained and the order of  equation will changes 
for each try. Due to mentioned reasons we paid our attention on well-known 
tool of analysis and solution of non-stationary models namely Laplace trans-
form. Model transformed into algebraic equations model one can easily solve 
with respect to variable c4,n4, see equation (13) 

c���� � �
� ∙ ��

�
��∙���∙����

�� � �
��∙���∙����

�� � �
��∙���∙����

�� � �
��∙���∙����

�� ∙ c��� � �
��∙���∙����

�� ∙ c��� ∙ ����� (13) 

It is noteworthy, that initial conditions and time delay are considered in the 
equation (13),                           
where: 
s – complex variable (Laplace variable). 
 
It is expected, that Eq. (13) for real conditions will be of high order.              
In that case a solution will contain many terms and its obtaining would             
arduous. But currently there exists computer programs, usually called            
Computer  Algebra Systems which can help to obtain model solution.           
We are use one of this type program, namely Maple®. Maple® operates          
Laplace transform. Finding the general, valid for any values of n1 .. n4            
coefficients, solution was impossible using Maple®. Despite this fact the             
program was very helpful. Trial and error method calculations were made fast 
and evaluation of n1..n4 coefficients and thereby evaluation of the mixing did 
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Figure 3. Experimental and theoretical profiles gas concentrations for 0.01dm3/min 
and n1=1, n2=12, n3=1, n4=1. 

In both cases the obtained fits are very good, differences are small.             
The best fit for smaller gas flow was obtained for smaller number of cells in 
the zone 2. This result agrees with the flow theory – the higher velocity of gas 
the more similar to the plug flow is a real flow. Numbers of cells in zones 1, 3 
and 4 are the same and equal to 1. This means that gas in the pipes is perfectly 
mixed. 
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Figure 4. Experimental and theoretical profiles gas concentrations for 0.04dm3/min 
and n1=1, n2=40, n3=1, n4=1. 

In both cases one can observe similar differences between theoretical and 
experimental curves. Sloping down part of experimental curve is much better 
fitted than their sloping up part. In theory sloping up part of the curve is          
almost vertical in contrast to experimental, especially for the smaller gas flow. 
It results from the simplicity of the used model which do not consider all               
theoretically predicted phenomena. In the unit occurs dispersion, phenomenon 
causing migration of compound from high to low concentration region           
(analogously to diffusion). As a result of dispersion a slope of a recorded 
curve is not as sharp as theoretical one. In our opinion precision of the             
presented model is satisfactory, especially for the higher gas flow.               
Consideration of dispersion phenomenon in model results in much                  
complicated system of equations, more difficult for solution. Expected in this 
case improvement of fit is rather not large. Presented result show that further 
investigations should be conducted for larger values of gas flow, probably 
larger than used here. 
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5 Conclusions 

Following conclusion can be drawn on the basis presented investigations: 
1. The theoretical model fits experimental results very well. It shows that the 

presented model of the process is correct. The fitting is better for larger gas 
velocity. 

2. Gas in the pipes is perfectly mixed; in the column the flow approaches the 
plug, especially for larger gas velocity. 

3. The main advancement of Laplace transform  method application for solv-
ing such class of problems is its higher efficiency and convenience of cal-
culations comparing to classical methods. 

4. Using of CAS-type program (Maple®) significantly makes calculations 
simpler and faster. 

Appendices 

This work was supported by The National Centre for Research and Devel-
opment (Poland) under a grant PBS1/A1/6/2012. 
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Abstract 
Wireless Sensor Network consist of thousands sensor node which have limited 
Power, Computation, Sensing and Communication capabilities. Among all 
operation of Sensor Node, Wireless Communication consumes most of the 
energy. So it is necessary to decrease the number of packets transmitted through 
the network. Many Sensor Node could detect similar event, which increases the 
overall bandwidth utilization to transmit redundant data. Here Nodes 
computation is cheaper than communication in terms of energy. So the 
technique of Data Aggregation is applied to summarize data which decreases 
the amount of data transmitted in the network, which in turn increases the 
lifetime of the network. Many Data aggregation protocols are based on a 
structured approach which is suitable for data collection application. But 
maintenance of the structure is an extra overhead and this approach is not 
suitable for dynamic scenario. So we propose an ad-hoc data aggregation 
protocol for dynamic scenario mainly event based application. 

Key words: Wireless Sensor Networks, throughput, delay, energy efficiency, 
protocols, event based, dynamic, Data Aggregation. 

1 Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Networks are composed of many inexpensive, low-
powered sensing devices with limited computational, memory and communi-
cation resources [1], [2]. This networks offer various low-cost solution to 
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various problem including target tracking, environment and health monitor-
ing, traffic regulation and wildfire detection. Since sensor node are low cost it 
had simple hardware with many resource constraint. Hence it is challenging to 
provide to gather data among these battery powered nodes, since node battery 
is limited. To reduce power consumption various methods like radio schedul-
ing, topology control, control packet elimination and the most important data 
aggregation is used [2], [3]. Data Aggregation protocol aims at summarize 
data packets of different nodes so the total amount of data transmitted over the 
network could be minimized and bandwidth utilization also increases which in 
turn affects the through-put of the network. 

Optimal Data Aggregation can be measured in terms of energy consumed 
by transferring the collected information to sink. But it heavily depends on the 
topology of network, placement of data aggregator nodes, event source, etc. 
Many centralized structured approach [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9] are mainly 
focused on data gathering application where all nodes report their sensor val-
ue periodical to Sink. Many distributed structured approach [10], [11], [12] 
are proposed for event based application. There are various limitation for us-
ing structured approach in event based application where event region change 
is frequent, First overhead of construction and maintenance of structure is not 
practical is dynamic scenario. Second absents of center of event source leads 
to in-optimal structure formation for aggregation. Third centralized computa-
tion of structure is not possible in dynamic scenario.  

In this paper we focus on structure free data-aggregation mainly used for 
event based application. The purpose is to redesign DAA [13] (i.e. Data 
Aware Anycast) structure free data aggregation protocol to improve the life-
time of the network. There are two major challenges in structure free data 
aggregation. First, who should send data to whom for aggregation? Second, 
who should wait for whom before sending so optimal aggregation could be 
achieved? Fan [13] has divided the problem in two part spatial convergence 
and temporal convergence and had developed two approach to tackle it. DAA 
protocol tackles spatial convergence problem thereby solving the first routing 
challenge. RW (i.e. Randomized Waiting) protocol at application layer tackles 
temporal convergence solving second who should for whom challenge. 

We propose a new model for Structure free data aggregation which com-
bines the Mac-Layer protocol Data Aware Anycast (DAA) and Sensor Mac 
(S-MAC) and Application Layer protocol Randomized Waiting (RW). Based 
on observation combining the basic S-MAC protocol with DAA protocol im-
proves the lifetime as compared with DAA [13] original protocol. 
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2 Related Work 

In wireless sensor network, Nodes communication cost is far more expen-
sive then the computation cost. Pottie and Kaiser [14] research said that ener-
gy involved in computing lots of instruction is equivalent to transmitting one 
packet over wireless channel, therefore data aggregation while routing the 
packets is very important to extend the lifetime of the network. Various proto-
col are proposed for in-network data aggregation purpose which are divided in 
broad category as Structure-Based and Structure Free. 

2.1 Structured-Based Approach 

In structure based approach there is construction of a network structure 
which enable the nodes to know which node should wait for whom before 
sending its own data so that node can aggregate data received from others. So 
there is an overhead of construction and maintenance of a global network 
structure which could be done centralized or distributed manner.  

In cluster based network all sensor nodes are not homogeneous in terms of 
responsibility. Few nodes becomes cluster head and rest all remain sensor 
node. Every node belong to particular cluster and Each nodes send data to 
their sensor data to their respective cluster head who aggregates all the re-
ceived data and send it to base station. Heinzelman introduced LEACH [15] 
protocol which has two stages of operation. First stage is setup phase in which 
whole network is organized is cluster and cluster head is selected and second 
stage is steady phase in which all nodes send data to cluster heads then cluster 
head aggregates data from all nodes and send aggregated packet to sink direct-
ly by high power transmitter. Cluster head is re-elected after some time inter-
val since the high power transmission to sink consumes more. One may say 
that it should save more energy by aggregating then transmission to sink. 

Lindsey introduced protocol PEGASIS [16] where the nodes organized 
themselves in chain pattern. The farthest node initiate the chain formation and 
then rest of neighboring nodes form a linear structure. While data gathering 
each node send data to neighbor node which aggregates it and send to next in 
linear fashion. Both LEACH and PEGASIS assumes that the sink is could be 
reached in one hop which poses some physical limitation on the network. 

Tree-Based data routing protocol [17], [18] sensing information entropy 
for data compression (aggregation). They assume global knowledge of each 
nodes entropy information. 
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2.2 Structure-Free Approach 

In this approach there is no need to maintain a global structure for data ag-
gregation. Data aggregation done is such network may not be optimal when 
compared to structure approaches but the overhead of construction and main-
tenance is absent which is good for event based application where the event 
region changes frequently. 

Major work done in this category is by Kai-Wei Fan. In this paper [13] au-
thor had observed the opportunity for data aggregation and had proposed 
DAA mac layer protocol and RW application layer protocol is do so. Which 
makes routing and aggregation decision dynamically. 

Chao [19] have proposed SFEB protocol which extends the DAA approach 
and is suitable for specific network scenarios made improvements to it. 

3 Spatial and Temporal Convergences 

For optimal aggregation, all nodes should transmit in certain order. All 
structured data aggregation approach are designed to follow ordering of pack-
ets while forward it. Structured approach are well suited for data gathering 
application where every node has data to report and they form an hierarchy 
where leaves node send their data intermediate nodes wait and receives from 
all child packet then aggregates then forward it. These approaches have high 
overhead of maintenance of structure and are not suitable for event based 
application. For data aggregation in event based application is done only when 
the packets happen to meet at same node at same time with potential of aggre-
gation. We study and design structure free approach for data aggregation well 
suited for event based application to avoid the overhead of maintenance of 
structure. 

Spatial and temporal convergence are necessary condition for data aggre-
gation. For structure free approach we would like to extend the work done by 
Kai-Wei Fan [13]. We would like to combine benefit S-MAC and DAA for 
greater efficiency and improved lifetime. 

Main advantage of structure free approach are, First it is tolerance to dy-
namic events where the event region changes frequently. Second it is fault 
tolerance, nodes will aggregate and forward data till there is at least one node 
in its range. Third it is robust to mobility of nodes till it’s in range of other 
nodes. Forth it is robust to interference, if there is failure while sending data it 
can retry in next cycle as long as node has power. 
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3.1 Spatial Convergence 

In this section we are presenting the new scheme which combine S-MAC 
and DAA. For proper data aggregation global knowledge of few things are 
needed but that should be network topology. The protocol defined here need 
to have following assumption: 
- Nodes need to know their own location and sink location. This could be 

done by localization protocol [20], [21] or GPS devices. 
- Nodes are need to be time synchronized for coordinative sleeping required 

by S-MAC and for aggregating packets generated at same time or different 
parameter could be considered for aggregation of data. 

 

 
 

            (a)               (b) 

Figure 1. Showing an opportunity for aggregation. (a) Nodes without data aggrega-
tion send data along the route without checking the opportunity for aggregation. (b) 

Node got to know that one hop neighbor has opportunity for aggregation so send data 
along the path where aggregation is possible. 

Figure 1a shows the scenario shows how data will be forward if the oppor-
tunity in aggregation is ignore and data is transmitted normally. Figure 1b 
show if node B knows that its hop neighbor node A has data that could be 
aggregated in future so node B forward data to node A instead of node C 
which happened in general condition. 
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Figure 2. Each duty cycle is divide in listening period and sleep period and listening 
period is synchronized with all node taking part in network. 

First we are using S-MAC as lower mac layer in our protocol. S-MAC has 
an adaptive sleeping schedule which need synchronization which is one of our 
assumption. S-MAC has a duty cycle (DC) which is sub-divided into two 
parts listening period and sleeping period as show in figure 2. Duty cycle of 
all nodes are synchronized such that one can send data to its neighboring on 
its listening period only.  

Data exchange takes place in a manner as RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK. For 
sending data across nodes RTS and CTS exchange must be happen in listen-
ing period so both sender and receiver know the data is coming then DA-
TA/ACK could be exchanged over the sleep period and all the rest nodes not 
taking part in transmission can go to sleep as the listening period end. Here 
Duty cycle must be selected such that data transmission should be completed 
before the next listening slot begins. Carrier sense before sending any packet 
and the handshake model avoid the hidden and exposed terminal problem of 
wireless channel. Network Allocation Vector (NAV) could be send along the 
pack to alert other sensing nodes to back off certain amount of time. 

 

Figure 3. Showing how multiple CTS is cancelled 

Second section of protocol is DAA based at MAC layer which decide the 
next hop for each transmission. It was RTS packet is decide which node is 
ready to receive transmission. RTS is send during the listening phase of S-
MAC. The opportunity for aggregation in the next hop could be decided by 
Aggregation ID (AID). AID could be the timestamp of event so same event 
detected by multiple node could be aggregated or could be anything depend-
ing upon the applications. RTS packet contains AID within it and nodes re-
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ceiving such RTS packet also has data with same AID so there is opportunity 
for aggregation. This way only those nodes with got AID match will reply 
with CTS. But the same RTS packet is received by more than one node and 
both the node reply to one RTS then there will be CTS collision to solve that. 
We delay the CTS with some minor random time to avoid that and channel is 
sensed first before sending CTS. So in this way subsequent is cancelled as 
shown in Figure 3. To increase aggregation. We will reply to RTS with CTS 
the receiving node is closer to sink then sender node. 

Nodes are categorized into three classes and given priority. So higher 
priority nodes reply with CTS early then lower priority. These three classes of 
priority are as follows: 
- Class A: Receiving node has same AID as in RTS and closer to sink then 

sender. 
- Class B: Receiving node has same AID as in RTS and farther to sink then 

sender. 
- Class C: Receiving node does not have has same AID as in RTS but it’s 

closer to sink then sender. 
Class A has more priority then Class B. Class B has more priority then 

Class C. So if a node receives a RTS it checks that to which class it belong 
and then reply CTS is delayed accordingly. So the class A send CTS first then 
other two class. 

The information that each node have is the distance to sink which could be 
used as the routing parameter. This parameter in incorporated least priority in 
reply CTS for proper routing to sink. 

3.2 Temporal Convergence 

Aggregation only happens when two packet with same AID meet at same 
node and at same time. So if we transmit the data as soon as it is captured by 
sensor then some packets will be forward immediately and the chances of 
aggregation will be lost. Same AID of data generally exist among the data 
captured for same physical event by many nodes. If all nodes send data im-
mediately by the above method there will be only few aggregation. So nodes 
need to wait for time before sending their own data so chances of aggregation 
is maximized. Since there is no structure this could be done in random man-
ner. So random waiting (RW) at application layer is solution to it. Here nodes 
has a random wait period at the start of listening period before sending RTS to 
avoid collision as well as to solve temporal Convergence issue. However this 
method does not guarantee optimal aggregation due to its random nature but 
increases aggregation chances. This enables few nodes to wait few duty cycle 
before sending when they receive RTS from neighbor node before their own 
RTS gets ready. 
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The random value range selection plays crucial role in optimal aggregation 
that depends on the density of network, event size, time to transmit, listening 
and sleeping period chosen in S-MAC. 

4 Simulation Scenario 

To justify my design of the above protocol we need to compare it with 
non-aggregated and structured based approaches of data aggregation at least 
in simulation environment. We have chosen Ptolemy II simulator for justify-
ing our design. Ptolemy II has all basic component for wireless network simu-
lation and each and every component is customized from its wide actor set. It 
is an open-source software framework supporting experimentation with actor-
oriented design. The model semantics in Ptolemy II is not dependent on 
framework but by a software component called director. It’s developed and 
supported by UC Berkeley EECS dept. [22]. 

 

Figure 4. Sensor Node design in Ptolemy II. 
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Figure 5. Simulation scenario for one event. 

Each sensor node in our simulation is actor in wireless director environ-
ment. Sensor node is broken in four component as shown in figure 4. All four 
component design is based on finite state machine (FSM) where each state has 
refinements wherever needed. 

A typical scenario is shown in figure 5 in which biggest circle on left is 
event source with its range. A sensor node is show with white circle with 
larger circle around it to represent the range that node covers. The node with 
red Center is sink node where the information need to be sent. Three nodes 
that fall in event region senses that event and try to report and broadcast RTS 
and the neighbor nodes in event region have higher priority as the AID could 
match reply with CTS early then not matching AID nodes outside the event 
region. So these three node aggregate the data among each other in three cycle 
and then multi-hop that one packet to red sink. 

5 Future Work 

The performance analysis of the above model need to done against the 
non-aggregated and structured based data aggregation approach. The report 
generation and analysis method are need to be incorporated in the proposed 
approach. 
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6 Conclusion 

The lifetime of the network is maximized by introducing the S-MAC layer 
functionality over the DAA protocol. S-MAC basically solves the issue of idle 
listening of the wireless channel. So nodes has only to listen to channel in the 
listening cycle. This improvement over tradition DAA approach saves a lot 
more energy thereby increasing the lifetime. But it also increase per-hop de-
lay, so there should be tradeoff between the delay and energy saved in this 
structure free aggregation method. 
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Abstract 
Persistent sequences are the core data structure in functional programming 
style. Their typical implementations usually allow creating infinite streams of 
objects. Unfortunately, asking for length of an infinite data structure never ends 
or ends with a run-time error. Similarly, there is no default way to make an 
effective, O[1] or logarithmic access to an arbitrarily chosen sequence element, 
even when the nature of the correlation between index value and the sequence 
element is known. This paper presents a Clojure library that meets these 
limitations and offers an enhanced version of sequences with a support for 
effective random access and the ability to ask for an infinite length. 

Key words: functional programming, Clojure, persistent collections, infinity, 
random access 

1 Prerequisites for Enhanced Sequences 

Sequences are by far the most common data structures in functional pro-
gramming languages [3]. The name Lisp (originally LISP) derives from LISt 
Processing. In Haskell [5], [6] the list structure is also a basic non-atomic data 
type. Sequences possess a set of useful algebraic properties; they are functors 
and monadic type constructors [8]. Modern programming languages like Clo-
jure [1], [2] and Haskell support non-strict evaluation This property of these 
languages makes creating infinite sequences natural. For instance in Clojure 
the expression 

 
(iterate inc 0) 
 
and in Haskell, an equivalent form

80
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iterate (1+) 0 
 
of type 
 
Num a ⇒ [a] 
 
both denote an infinite sequence of natural numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, …. In Clo-

jure the function clojure.core/iterate is defined like 
 
(defn iterate 
  [f x] (cons x (lazy-seq (iterate f (f x))))) 
 
and in Haskell 
 
iterate :: (a → a) → a → a 
iterate f x = x : iterate f (f x) 
 
Moreover using co-recursion (see e. g. [4])the definitions like the infinite 

stream of values (1 in this case) 
 
ones = 1 : ones 
 
or odd numbers 
 
odds = 1 : map (+2) odds 
 
are perfectly possible. In Clojure the lazy evaluation is not a default beha-

vior, but the two co-recursive Haskell streams may be expressed like 
 
(def ones (cons 1 (lazy-seq ones))) 
 
and 
 
(def odds (cons 1 (lazy-seq (map #(+ 2 %) odds)))) 
 
There is even a possibility to build a generalization of the emerging pattern 

using Clojure macro: 
 
(defmacro lazy-cons 
  [x seq] 
  `(cons ~x (lazy-seq ~seq))) 
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and then one can write the expressions as 
(def ones (lazy-cons 1 ones)) 
 
(def odds (lazy-cons 1 (map #(+ 2 %) odds))) 
 
This mimics the Haskell expressions closely, the differences are more on 

the syntactic than the semantic level with one clear semantic mismatch: the (:) 
operator in Haskell is a function of type a → [a] → [a] and the lazy-cons in-
troduced by us in Clojure is a macro that – as such – can't be passed around as 
a first-class value. This is still not an issue when defining streams co-
recursively. 

Infinite sequences (streams) are first-class citizens in the functional pro-
gramming style under an assumption of non-strict (presumably lazy) evalua-
tion. Although the examples given above make it clear, some questions still 
arise about querying these sequences for their length or about accessing their 
arbitrarily chosen element. 

Let's introduce the symbol � to depict a polymorphic “result” of a never 
ending computation and let the symbol ⇒ mean “evaluates to” or “reduces 
to”. The following are true 

 
length ones ⇒	� 
 
and 
 
(count odds) ⇒	� 
 
This is almost never a desirable computer program behavior. When we as-

sume the infinity of some streams, it is natural to expect 
 
length ones ⇒	∞ 
 
and 
 
(count odds) ⇒	∞ 
 
Moreover, even in the face of operating on finite sub-streams, it is imposs-

ible to write 
 
(count (take (** 2 1000) ones)) 
 
and get a correct result, because 
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(defn count 
  [coll] (clojure.lang.RT/count coll)) 
 
and 
 
public static int count(Object o){ 

 if(o instanceof Counted) 
  return ((Counted) o).count(); 
 return countFrom(Util.ret1(o, o = null)); 
     } 

 
The count method returns int values and so it can't give a long or (in this 

case) a java.math.BigInteger answer. In Haskell the function length is of type 
[a] → Int, so it suffers the same kind of problems. 

Another variant of these stream library inconveniences occurs with respect 
to a random access. In Clojure the clojue.core/nth procedure requires an int 
and in Haskell the operator (!!) has type [a] → Int → a. Moreover, the realiza-
tions of these operators in both languages take the same approach, like in the 
Haskell code below: 

 
xs !! n | n < 0 = error … 
[] !! _            = error … 
(x : _) !! 0     = x 
(_ : xs) !! n   = xs !! (n-1) 

 
This is why it is impossible to introduce some more effective ways to 

access the nth element in the sequence. 
We aim here to present a Clojure library enhancement that solves the prob-

lems specified above. A similar, but not identical solution may be proposed 
for Haskell. The differences are caused by Haskell's static type checking and 
lack of sub-typing1 ([6]). 

2  Enhanced Sequences Implementation and Usage 

The solution consists of a new sequence type that implements the follow-
ing interface: 
 
 

                                                      
1 The Haskell solution requires introducing a specialized algebraic data-type with all interest-

ing list operators, including the effective ones proposed in this paper, defined for it. Although 
it may seem disturbing at first, it is rather natural regarding the nature of Haskell type sys-
tem. 
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public interface IEnhancedSeq extends 
      IPersistentCollection, Sequential, 
      Indexed, IHashEq { 
 
  Number len(); 
 
  Object enth(Number n); 
} 
 

An enhanced sequence's length is represented here by a len operator of 
type IEnhancedSeq → java.lang.Number. This opens a way to return length 
values greater than Integer.MAX_VALUE. Similarly, the enth operator of type 
IEnhancedSeq → java.lang.Number → Object allows using Numbers instead 
of int values as indexes when accessing arbitrary sequence elements. 

The enhanced sequences type implements Clojure interfaces common for 
predefined kinds of sequential types in the language, as presented at the above 
IEnhancedSeq interface definition. 

The interfaces are implemented by a single abstract class ESeq. This sec-
tion gives a detailed description of the class. The class definition goes as fol-
lows: 
 
public abstract class ESeq implements List, IEnhancedSeq 
{ 
  private final IPersistentCollection origin; 
} 
 

There are two constructor methods in the class. The one called withLen al-
lows to bind a length generating procedure to the resulting enhanced se-
quence: 
 
  public static Object withLen(final IFn len, 
                               Object coll) { 
    return new ESeq(origin(coll)) { 
      @Override 
      public Number len() { 
        return (Number) len.invoke(); 
      } 
    }; 
  } 
 

The other one – withEnth – binds a random accessor: 
 
public static Object withEnth(final IFn enth, 
                              Object coll) { 
    return new ESeq(origin(coll)) { 
      @Override 
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      public Object enth(Number n) { 
        return enth.invoke(n); 
      } 
    }; 
  } 
 

After the enhanced objects are created they may be asked either for their 
length: 
 
  @Override 
  public Number len() { 
    if (origin instanceof IEnhancedSeq) { 
      return ((IEnhancedSeq) origin).len(); 
    } 
    return origin.count(); 
  } 
 

or for their nth element: 
 
  @Override 
  public Object enth(Number n) { 
    if (origin instanceof IEnhancedSeq) { 
      return ((IEnhancedSeq) origin).enth(n); 
    } 
    return RT.nth(origin, RT.intCast(n)); 
  } 
 

In the two operators above a wrapped origin collection is used. In fact an 
ESeq is just a wrapper around the origin, one may say – a decorator – that of-
fers the additional useful bindings established on the compile time. 

The implementation works smoothly with the standard library mechan-
isms, because the original operators simply use the newly introduced en-
hancements, like 
 
  @Override 
  public final int count() { 
    return RT.intCast(len()); 
  } 
 

or 
  @Override 
  public final Object nth(int i) { 
    return enth(i); 
  } 
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and it's variant: 
 
  @Override 
  public final Object nth(int i, Object notFound) { 
    try { 
      return enth(i); 
    } 
    catch (IndexOutOfBoundsException e) { 
      return notFound; 
    } 
  } 
 

An interesting point to be made here is the implementation of the operator 
that checks for the enhanced sequence emptiness. It uses a special Infinity 
type2. As it can be seen at the following listing, the Infinity.POSITIVE is an 
instance of java.lang.Number and it may be returned by the len operator: 
 
  private static final Long ZERO = 0L; 
 
  @Override 
  public final boolean isEmpty() { 
    Number n = len(); 
    if (Infinity.POSITIVE == n) { 
      return false; 
    } 
    return Numbers.equiv(n, ZERO); 
  } 
 

This closes up the implementation details of ESeq class. There are many 
more mechanisms that have their place in the whole, but because their role is 
limited to ensuring the conformance with the standard library and it's con-
tracts, we decided not to present them here. 

On Clojure side there is one basic operator which answers whether or not 
the passed object (presumably a collection) is an enhanced seq or not: 
 
(defn eseq? 
  [coll] 
  (instance? kongra.core.eseq.IEnhancedSeq coll)) 

                                                      
2 Presenting the details of the Infinity type including the basic infinity-aware arithmetic opera-

tors lay beyond the scope of this paper. 
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2.1  Length and Infinity 

The mechanisms described in the previous section are used to build anoth-
er layer of abstraction, the one containing enhanced length-related operators. 
The most basic one allows to bind length generating function to the returned 
sequence (as mentioned above). 
 
(defn with-len 
  [len coll] 
  (kongra.core.eseq.ESeq/withLen len coll)) 
 

There is also a possibility to pass a length value that gets bound imme-
diately. The expression (return <value>) generates a function that always 
returns <value> and can be used as an argument to with-len: 
 
(defn with-len-value 
  [value coll] 
  (with-len (return value) coll)) 
 

A useful macro with-delayed-len allows one to bind a lazily-evaluated 
length value: 
 
(defmacro with-delayed-len 
  [len-expr coll] 
  `(let [d# (delay ~len-expr)] 
     (with-len (return @d#) ~coll))) 
 

and the operator with-len-like copies the binding for length from the origin 
into the resulting collection: 
 
(defn with-len-like 
  [origin coll] 
  (with-len-value (len origin) coll)) 
 

Finally one can ask the collection for it's enhanced length value using the 
following len operator. It is worth noting that for collections of types other 
than ESeq simply clojure.core/count is used to establish the value: 
 
(defn len 
  [coll] 
  (if (eseq? coll) 
    (.len ^kongra.core.eseq.IEnhancedSeq coll) 
    (count coll))) 
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As we stated in the previous section, the len operator may return the Infini-
ty value. As a natural and desired consequence of this fact we may ask the 
collection if it is infinite or not. The following procedures simply compare the 
returned length value with Infinity constants: 
 
(defn infinite? 
  [coll] 
  (+∞? (len coll))) 
 
 
(defn finite? 
  [coll] 
  (not (infinite? coll))) 
 

Two things should be underlined here: 
1. If the collection asked for it is infinite length is not an enhanced one with 

len bound, then the count operator is used. This standard library function 
simply counts the sequence elements traversing it from the start. So the len 
operator is O[n] in the worst case. 

2. No standard Clojure collection is an ESeq by default. This is why both 
hold: (infinite? (iterate inc 0)) ⇒ � and (infinite? odds) ⇒ � 

 

It is programmer's responsibility to mark a sequence as an infinite one. 
Fortunately, whe following simple procedure does the job. 
 
(defn infinite 
  [coll] 
  (with-len-value +∞ coll)) 
 

Now with the following definitions 
 
(def ones (infinite (lazy-cons 1 ones))) 
 
(def odds (infinite (lazy-cons 1 (map #(+ 2 %) odds)))) 

 

we have (infinite? ones) ⇒	true, (infinite? odds) ⇒	true and also 
(len ones) ⇒	∞, (len odds) ⇒	∞. 

2.2 Random Access with Optimistic Performance Profile 

Similarly, there are two operators, one that allows binding the effective 
random accessor procedure to the returned collection: 
 
(defn with-enth 
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  [nth coll] 
  (kongra.core.eseq.ESeq/withEnth nth coll)) 
 

and another that actually makes the access using the bound accessor, if 
present. In the face of absence of such an accessor binding, the standard clo-
jure.core/nth is used: 
 
(defn enth 
  [coll n] 
  (if (eseq? coll) 
    (.enth ^kongra.core.eseq.IEnhancedSeq coll n) 
 
    (nth coll n))) 

3  Examples 

To get a stronger grasp on what these enhancements may be useful for, 
please, take a look at the following procedure that concatenates collections 
and is aware of the possible infinity of some of the arguments: 
 
(defn cat-eseq 
  "Returns an enhaced collection being the result of concatenating the 
  passed colls. It is assumed the number of colls is finite." 
  [& colls] 
  (let [;; prepare colls and lens (delayed) 
        len-colls-bundle 
        (delay 
          (let [lens (map len colls) 
                ;; take only the colls up to the first with 
                ;; len=+∞ (inclusively) 
                ∞-idx (find-idx' +∞? lens) 
                colls (if ∞-idx (take (inc' ∞-idx) colls) colls) 
                lens  (if ∞-idx (take (inc' ∞-idx) lens)  lens)] 
            (pair lens colls))) 
 
        lens  #(pair-first  @len-colls-bundle) 
        colls #(pair-second @len-colls-bundle) 
 
        ;; prepare enth (with delayed realization) 
        intervs-intermap-bundle 
        (delay 
          (let [intervs (->> (lens) 
                             (cons 0) 
                             (apply cummulative-intervs') 
                             vec) ;; essential wrt performance 
                intermap (zipmap intervs (colls))] 
            (pair intervs intermap))) 
 
        intervs  #(pair-first  @intervs-intermap-bundle) 
        intermap #(pair-second @intervs-intermap-bundle) 
 
        enth-impl 
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        (fn [n] 
          ;; 1. select proper interval 
          (let [intv (binary-search (intervs) n 
                                  #(interv-compare (lv "[, )") %2 %1))] 
            (when-not intv (terror IndexOutOfBoundsException n)) 
 
            (let [ ;; 2. select collection 
                  coll ((intermap) intv) 
                  ;; 3. calculate the index in the collection 
                  i (- n (:start intv))] 
              ;; 4. get the result wrapped with the transformation 
              (enth coll i))))] 
 
    (->> (apply concat (colls)) 
         (with-enth enth-impl) 
         (with-delayed-len (reduce ∞+' (lens)))))) 
 

A slightly less complicated is the sequence of natural numbers. The first 
variant is not an enhanced one: 
 
(defn N' 
  "Returns an infinite N (natural numbers) set := 0, 1, 2, ... 
  Optionally allows to specify the start (first) number. Unlimited 
  integral range." 
  ([]      (N' 0)) 
  ([start] (iterate inc' start))) 
 

and now the enhanced version: 
 
(defn N'-eseq 
  ([] (N'-eseq 0)) 
 
  ([start] 
     (->> (N' start) 
          infinite 
          (with-enth #(do 
                        (when (< % 0) (terror 
                           IndexOutOfBoundsException %)) 
                        (+' start %)))))) 
 

Similarly, the infinite sequence of factorial numbers, non-enhanced in the 
first place: 

 
(defn factorials' 
  "Returns an infinite stream 0!, 1!, 2!, 3!, ..." 
  [] 
  (iterate-with *' 1 (N' 1))) 
 

and it's enhanced version: 
 
(defn factorials'-eseq 
  "An eseq version of factorials'" 
  [] 
  (->> (factorials') 
       (with-enth #(factorial' %)) 
       infinite)) 
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The power-set (set of all subsets) implementation takes a slightly more 
composite approach. First, the generator: 
 
(defn- powerset-generator 
  [indexed-coll n] 
  (->> indexed-coll 
       (take (ebit-length n)) 
       (filter (fn [p] (ebit-test n (pair-first p)))) 
       (map pair-second))) 
 

then, the accessor 
 
(defn nth-in-powerset 
  "Returns an n-th element of a powerset of a collection. Works for 
  n : T <: Long and for (possibly) infinite collections. That's why 
  for the finite colls there are no range checks for n." 
  [coll n] 
  (powerset-generator (indexed' coll) n)) 
 

And the actual power-set sequence: 
 
(defn powerset 
  "Returns a powerset for a possibly infinite coll." 
  [coll] 
  (let [indexed-coll (indexed' coll)] 
    (->> (N' 1) 
         (map #(powerset-generator indexed-coll %)) 
         (take-while seq) 
         (cons '())))) 
 

The enhanced power-set sequence takes an additional element transforma-
tion function, called enthtrans, to (optionally) modify any value either when 
accessing it during a standard iteration (e.g. left or right catamorphism – see 
[7]) or by an accessor: 
 
(defn powerset-eseq 
  "Returns an enhanced version of the powerset. Every element of the 
  returned collection is subjected to a transformation using enthtrans 
  (identity by default)." 
  ([enthtrans coll] 
     (let [n (len coll) 
           result (->> coll 
                       powerset 
                       (map enthtrans) 
                       (with-enth #(enthtrans ( 
                                      nth-in-powerset coll %))))] 
       (if (+∞? n) 
         (infinite result) 
         (with-delayed-len (** 2 n) result)))) 
  ([coll] 
     (powerset-eseq clojure.core/identity ;; enthtrans 
                    coll))) 
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The final case-study is an enhanced permutations generation routine. The 
accessor returns n-th permutation of a collection of elements using Lehmer 
code for n [9]: 
 
(defn nth-permutation 
  "Returns n-th permutation (lexicographical) of the given coll." 
  [coll n] 
  (let [v (if (vector? coll) coll (vec coll)) 
        lehmer-code (factoradic n) 
 
        ;; lehmer-code must be supplemented with 0-s to match the 
        ;; length of v 
        zeros-count (- (count v) (count lehmer-code)) 
        lehmer-code (concat (repeat zeros-count 0) lehmer-code) 
 
        gen (fn [[_ v] i] (pair (nth v i) (vec-remove i v)))] 
 
    (->> (iterate-with gen (pair nil v) lehmer-code) 
         next 
         (map pair-first)))) 

The original lexicographical permutations are returned by clo-
jure.math.combinatorics/permutations routine. This is wrapped within the 
following enhanced form: 
 
(defn permutations-eseq 
  "Returns an enhanced version of permutations. Every element of the 
  returned collection is subjected to a transformation using enthtrans 
  (identity by default)." 
  ([enthtrans coll] 
     (->> coll 
          permutations 
          (map enthtrans) 
          (with-delayed-len (factorial' (len coll))) 
          (with-enth #(enthtrans (nth-permutation coll %))))) 
 
  ([coll] (permutations-eseq clojure.core/identity ;; enthtrans 
                             coll))) 

Here we also have an optional element transformation (enthtrans), like in 
the case of the power-set. 

4  Conclusions 

We presented a set of convenient extensions for the sequence abstraction 
in Clojure. The attached case studies show the relative ease of using these me-
chanisms. In general, the enhanced sequences fit pretty well in the ecosystem 
Clojure standard library. However, it would be an instructive experience to 
implement them in statically typed languages like Haskell. The Clojure solu-
tion is based on sub-typing, which is typical for a language that compiles 
down to Java byte-code and runs on top of the JVM. In Haskell there is no 
sub-typing, so the expected implementation technique presumably should 
consist of: 
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 using the algebraic data types 
 using type-classes 
 and finally – the resulting enhancement abstraction should make it's usage 

explicit rather than implicit as in the case of Clojure. 
As a reward, one would get a statically typed, provably correct solution. It 

is now a question of undertaking future efforts to make this happen. 
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Abstract 
A mentally disabled person has limited access to information and 
communication. Making a computer available to such a person we give them an 
opportunity to be independent in life and develop their self-reliability. They can 
take part in various forms of social life, develop artistically, enrich their 
personality and widen the scope of interests.  The possibility to use a computer 
can also be a way of spending free time.   

Key words: IT qualifications, life-long learning, digital and social divide, 
intellectual disabled person. 

1 Introduction 

A computer with access to the Internet is now an integral part of each day 
for Polish people. It is a tool of work, study and entertainment. One can find a 
job, learn, make and keep contacts, get information about interesting social 
and cultural events, develop hobbies and interests, arrange administration 
matters on the Internet. Disability can be inborn, genetic, or a result of an 
illness or injury. Everybody can become disabled  regardless of  their gender, 
age, place of living, education or lifestyle.  

Nevertheless, it is still one of the most discriminated social groups. The 
disabled struggle with many problems in their everyday life. These are 
physical problems (architectonic barriers, difficult transportation, 
communication), mental problems (low self-esteem, bad mood, difficulty in 
making contacts) or economic problems (unemployment, low salary, 
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treatment costs).  In the larger socio-cultural context the disabled face 
problems connected with a lack of proper legal regulations, social isolation, 
limited or difficult access to various goods (information, education, 
specialistic medical help) [7].   

One can often meet a stereotypical point of view that the disabled do not 
need to use modern technologies as they are not able to operate them and 
because this equipment is expensive as it must be adjusted to the needs of a 
disabled person [6]. A computer and the Internet have been used as tools 
enhancing education and rehabilitation of disabled youth, e.g. to stimulate 
cognitive functions and to eliminate developmental disorders.  

A lot of research has shown that mentally disabled children can quite 
quickly master the basics of the computer and simple programs and they do it 
willingly. If a computer is used for rehabilitation purposes with disabled 
children, it is highly probable that they will be able to operate it better as adult 
people [8].  

Mental disability is a big difficulty for an ill person. The kind of the illness 
can make the educational process difficult or even impossible. The symptoms 
of the illness (e.g.  poor concentration, psychotic symptoms, cognitive process 
malfunction) can be the reason of terminating education due to difficulties in 
comprehending information. Another reason for not continuing education can 
be the fact that the disabled person is embarrassed with their illness or is 
discriminated by their peers.  

2 Using a computer while working with children disabled 
mentally  

Traditional prophylactic and re-educational methods with children disabled 
mentally are at times ineffective and poorly adjusted to new and changing life 
conditions. Modern therapeutic treatment should be a holistic approach to a 
child. It should stimulate their cognitive interests, develop creativity and teach 
making contacts with people.  

Thanks to their many advantages as for animation and stimulation of 
processes and physical, chemical, biological phenomena invisible to eyes or 
very difficult to see in real conditions, computers are an attractive didactic 
means. They stimulate the following functions:  cognitive, emotionally-
motivational, practical, consolidating and controlling.   

The computer influences a lot of senses allowing a teacher not only to 
cross the border of verbal communication but also to engage students 
emotionally by combining cognitive values with the aesthetic ones – text in 
connection with music, graphics or film.   The computer combines features of 
many traditional devices used for recording, presenting, processing and 
sending information. Computer software allows one to consider individual 
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differences of students. Well thought-over computer use in educational 
processes gives the teacher a real chance of introducing invaluable changes   
in achieving educational goals.  

To improve all, or almost all, distorted areas one can use computer 
techniques which can function in three ways:  
1. cognitive and educational – computer programs allow people of poor 

intellectual ability to see and learn about the world, which in turn improves 
distorted functions.   

2. emotional and motivational – the attractiveness of computer programmes 
impacts emotions making the effects of learning continuous. Computer 
techniques that are chosen and realised accordingly influence the 
emotional side of the student and enhance their motivation. Computer 
techniques activate the student's cognitive motivation and this in turn 
improves the educational process. Computer education keeps the 
educational tension providing new and various stimuli.   

3. inter-communication – creates a possibility to communicate in the case of 
children with difficulties in making contacts with people. It allows them to 
increase the number of social contacts through interests common for 
healthy children, e.g. games, software. It refers to both children disabled 
mentally and children with another disability, e.g. in motion or hearing.  
A student starting to work with a computer learns its secrets and computer 

programs directly and indirectly improving the abilities of reading and 
writing. They learn new terms connected with the way the computer functions 
in and the whole process is natural by using a mouse and a keyboard.  

Working with the computer requires visual-auditory coordination, which 
also guarantees manual skills. Graphic and drawing programs are extremely 
invaluable as they improve visual-motor function, or a child's psychomotorics. 
However, they make the child concentrate very hard. Drawing with a 
computer requires mental involvement which results from the fact that 
computer graphics stimulates creative thinking.  Computer painting improves 
exploration processes, requires perception, reception and  information and 
processing it. The computer, thanks to graphics, animation and the possibility 
to present a still and a moving picture, stimulates imagination. Working with 
the computer, especially with a mouse, requires logical thinking. Painting or 
drawing is a visible effect of its work. The main advantage of using a 
computer is much longer time of  concentration. Hyperactive children who 
cannot concentrate for a long time while working with a computer are able to 
focus much longer. It results from the fact that the computer is a very 
attractive work tool.  It is not associated with any stressful situation in 
children's minds and it does not pose any danger. The patience of the device 
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encourages repetitions and new attempts to solve a task and an incorrect 
solution does not result in punishment [9].  

3 IT qualifications vs employment possibilities for people disabled 
mentally. 

Work is very important in the life of an adult man and its lack has negative 
effects to self-esteem and mental state, which in the case of the disabled, who 
find it hard to get or keep a job, is even more destructive to their functioning. 
Mental disability often makes a person withdraw from socializing. The illness 
limits autonomy and independence. In the case of mental disability the help of 
third parties or institutions is necessary therefore it is vital to minimise the 
negative effect of disability and use all available forms of therapy and 
rehabilitation [5].   

Using information and communication technologies has an invaluable 
meaning while looking for a job. Knowledge is currently one of the biggest 
assets, especially in the professional area. A lot of information in its basic 
form can be obtained thanks to the Internet access.  

Due to the fact that the Internet and related technologies are widely used, 
they are becoming part of almost all areas of socio-economic life. 
Corporations are trying to use  available technologies in the most effective 
way, which means widening knowledge and skills in this area by employees 
and those who are looking for jobs. Public administration is also trying to 
adjust to the changing requirements of the citizens through the so called e-
offices.  Unlimited possibilities to purchase goods and services also influence 
the change of the consumer  behaviour patterns. Due to the speed of change in 
the information society a man has to continuously develop professionally and 
in their  personal qualifications.  

4 Upgrading professional qualifications  

In our dynamically changing time, continuous education, getting new 
skills, and upgrading qualifications are necessary conditions of functioning 
both professionally and socio-culturally. One of the conditions to achieve this 
is access to knowledge, information and various forms of education.  

E-learning, i.e. distant learning with the Internet, has many advantages and 
can be a good solution for disabled people. People with motoric disability, 
who face various architectonic barriers, wanting to take part in educational 
classes can benefit from this method of learning. E-education which in fact is 
life-long learning can offer a lot to the disabled provided that educational 
materials and websites are prepared especially for them [10].  
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It is worth mentioning that thanks to the European Union funds the number 
of free trainings on computers, software, e-marketing, etc. dedicated to the 
disabled has risen greatly. Many non-government organizations and 
institutions working for the disabled can see the need to develop skills 
connected with computer use to prevent  social and professional exclusion of 
this group. Lack of according educational actions, access to equipment and 
software, is one of the reasons for the growing digital divide of the disabled.   

In the continuously changing reality the condition to function 
independently is widening your knowledge continuously, upgrading 
qualifications, and acquiring new skills. Using the Internet helps to find and 
keep a job, decreases the risk of unemployment, increases the chances to find 
a job when one do not have it.   Nowadays, without knowing how to use a 
computer and the Internet it is very difficult to find a job as the majority of job 
offers are available only online. In the job offers requirements there is at least 
basic knowledge of how to use a computer and in the case of the disabled, 
who physical work is usually impossible for, computer skills can be an 
advantage or necessity while working from home [3].  

5 IT tools preventing social divide  

According to recent surveys people undergoing psychiatric or 
psychological treatment are still one of the social groups in Poland that feel 
discriminated [4]. It is particularly noticeable among people up to forty years 
old.  

 

Figure 1. Percentage of people who feel discriminated according to their disability 
status and age [3]. 

People who suffer from mental disorders experience fear of being socially 
stigmatized. They often withdraw from socializing, have difficulties with 
functioning professionally due to the illness symptoms as well as being 
hospitalized repeatedly.  

In Polish society there is still a negative stereotype of the disabled, which 
impacts the feeling of being stigmatized, rejected and lonely. In this case a 
computer can be used  in many ways. Thanks to access to the Internet it is 
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possible to gain knowledge on the illness, read stories of other ill people, get 
support, find specialistic theurapeutic or medical help in dealing with the 
illness.  A mentally ill person, or disabled in any other way, can make 
contacts without being labelled as ill by using the Internet .  A computer can 
be also helpful in developing passions or hobbies as well as in education. 
Developing one's interestes and acquiring new skills is theurapeutic, increases 
self-esteem and makes  the feeling about oneself better, which is immensely 
helpful in dealing with the illness.   

There are many social portals for the disabled – these are niche portals 
dedicated to a given group of people with certain disability, e.g.  
http://www.bardziejkochani.pl/ - for families and caretakers of people with 
Down syndrome or  http://www.ofon.net/ - Polish forum for the disabled.   

Summary  

Mental disorders, eyesight or hearing impairment require according 
conditions and specialistic software for training on how to use a computer.  
Therefore it is vital that a disabled person knows at least the basics. It may be 
a starting point for using  various programmes for learning (reading, drawing, 
speaking a foreign language) by ill people.   However, one should remember 
that as for using new IT technologies patients who have been mentally ill 
require special conditions and educational techniques concerning  the nature 
of their disability [2].   

While discussing the beneficial influence of communication and 
information technologies on the disabled one should mention the following 
aspects: information and cognitive, educational, cultural, rehabilitating, 
revalidating and integrational. With an according choice of tools (e.g. 
educational games)  it is a good place of entertainment and relax.  

One should not forget the factors which can be a greater danger to the 
disabled (especially intellectually) than to healthy people. One should 
remember the fact that the disabled are more prone to media manipulation 
(consumer media mainly), unable to analyze ambivalent, unclear or 
polyvalent content. Another danger can be the fact that people with mental 
disorders have difficulties in telling fiction from reality and recognizing 
situations, places and time.  

Unequal access to IT technologies can result in far-reaching consequences. 
Nowadays, they are so common in many areas of life that people who do not 
use them are at risk of social divide. It is the so called digital divide.   

One should stress the fact that in the case of the disabled the problem of 
digital divide – no possibility to use IT technologies - can be even bigger due 
to the kind of the disability. Many disabled people (e.g. blind, deaf, with 
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explorative and physical disorders) need additional equipment or special 
software, which is expensive and difficult to obtain, to use a computer.  

In rehabilitation of the disabled the holistic approach appears to be 
necessary. Medical aspects will be equally important to improving the mental 
state of the disabled. They need to be self-reliant, adapt to the environment, 
get better education,  be prevented from professional divide. The society 
should be educated on disability, which in return can help cross 
psychological, social, structural or legal  barriers. One of the ways to achieve 
it is giving the disabled full access to IT technologies and showing them 
various possibilities to use them.  

Nevertheless, one should remember that IT technologies are not a fantastic 
cure for all the problems of the disabled.  
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